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rano*: Annie Heater Cummins. Concord; Ann Elisabeth Sublotts,
Clinton;
Ruth Evelyn Donoho, Clinton; Eetelle- Valentine, Mere
Fulton; Earle Ford, Cadiz; Mavis ray;• larnestine Walker, Mayfield;
Ford, Cadiz.
Vernon A. Walker, Benton; Mary
Lee Warren Fox. Murray; Lu- Lee Woodall, Paducah:. Eunice
title:lents of Murray State Oollesge cille Futrell, Paducah; Carolyn Neil aVillianike Murray; Clara
Will Receive Standard Cre.
Graham, LaCenter; Mary Helen Rubene Winchester. Murray.
consorntemont.
Gilbertsv tile,
Gregory,
Rachel
- -The College News
Humphreys. Fulgham;
Gladys
Thirty studetits of Murray State Jones, Gilbertaville; Kathryn KelCollege have been recommended ley, Bardwell.
to receive standard certificates at
Charlene Littlejohn, Calvert
the June commencement accord- City;
Murdock,
Sara. Lois Edwards and ChilLeslie Worley
Tenn., are
ing to the recent action of board Farmington; 'Martha Josephine dren of Whitlock.
among relatives this week.
of regents.
McAtee, Cadiz; Hinds. Brown here
Inas . Elizabeth Copeland arThe students are: Velma Elaine Orr, Hazel; Ruby Mae Outland.
rived front Murray Monday after
.hart. Murray ; Modest Brandon, Murray. Zelna Maxine Pillow.
a week's stay with relatives.
Hazel;
Mildr,,c1
Brookshire, Pulton; Alice Rogers, Ringo;
Mrs. Anna Scott was on the
Her
Marion: Mary Laverne Burnett. Estelle Lovins Spiceland, New sick list this past week.
eon. Millie, has returned to his
work in Centralia, after a lay
Mrs. Scott is greatly Imoff.
proved.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Griffin and
daughter, Mrs. Knight. and children, motored to l'aducah Sunday visiting relatives.
S. A. Puckett was victim of
an auto accident on the high4
way South of Eggman's corner
Sunday afternoon. The car overMr.
ditch and
turned in the
Puckett's had was, pinned under
When you're _thirsty, drink a
the car. He suffered nits, brnster,
bottle of Murray Soda Water—
the car. He suffered cuts, bruises,
to Keys-Houston
was carried
it's good, and good for you.
Clinic for treatment and examiYou'll like its keen flavor, its
nation. The other occupants of
his ear were unirejered. Sam resparkling effervesence, its returned to his home Monday.
freshing enjoyment,
Mr and Mrs. Charles Mason
and children arrived Monday evening from Nashville to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Jones. for ssVeral weeks.
Mrs. Ethel- ep_rd whq wiLe
of nervous prostration at the
hone, of her parents-in-law, has
reco‘ered and able to return to
her own home.
•
I
Mrs. Opal Andrus is ill this
week of gall stone.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Walston were agreeably surprised last
week; when all her family came
in front Detroit for a short visit.
Motoring, kodaking, and visiting
relatives were features of their
visit.
Little Eura Lee. the infant of

36 RECOMMENDED
FOR CERTIFICATES

I

I

Dexter News

It's SodaPop
Time!
DRINK IT

FOR HEALTH

5c Everywhere—All Popular
Flavors
MURRAY BEVERAGES
ARE BETTER

Murray Bottling Co.

North Fourth Street

Murray, Ky.

YOUR
MOM! IN
•

Mr. sad Mrs, Lee Smith's,- As- fl•
ported very eke as this Writing
and not improved any as this
issue went to mall.
Jewell Norittata will motor to
Centralia. la, Saturday. May-la
to open and conduct a aeries of
meetings for Church of Christ
congregation. If you have relatives and frienes tnere advise
them of meeting and notify Bro.
Norman to call upon ahem, as he
had requested Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Essie Pucitett
had as their guesLa Sunday, Mr.
and Mrs. Ocus Puckett, Mr. 'and
Mrs. Presley Ford, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Hopkins, Mrs. Lois Edwards,
and Mr. Maxie Puckett.
The
party included all the relatives'
children.
Mrs. Sarah Cothratu enteitained Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Virile,
Mr. and Mrs Cods • Cottiram, of
Wildersville, Term., Miss Tylene
Cothram of Paducah, and homefolks Saturday night and Sunday.
Report was given out that Mr.
Redden
as sonic better -and his
friends here were glad to receive. the
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Curd are
,,xpectine .lier brother. Rev.
Oscar
Baucton, to visit them enroute
home 'fi•ont Evansville where he
attended a State Presbyterian
onvention several days.—M.
Ethel Curd.

TEN ,PER CENT Or
NEWSPAPER SPACE
DEVOTED TO CRIME

dosado Enterprise, Eldorado, HI.;
Livingston Enterprise. Stulthland,
Kinmelty Kernelr
KY.; Trimble _Democrat, Bedford,

tiftr"
Ktir. R. F. Gregory filled his
regular appointment at the Baptist church Sunday at II o'clock
and Sunday night at 7 o'clock.
returned
Celia Miller
MIAs
home Saturday atter spending
two weeks in Trenton, with her
sistet•, Mrs. Koffman.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo E. Freemon
and son, Gem, and Mrs. W. D.
Kelly, left Tuesday morning /0.1*
Memphis, Tenn.; where they will
spend • few days with the Rev.
ts,nd Mrs. J. Er. Underwood and
faintly.
Mrs. I. A. Koffman and little
son, Max Weldon, of Trenton, arrived in Hazel Monday night to
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Miller.
was in Paris,
Dowdy Wall
Monday on business.
-Kelly Dick of Paris was a
Hasid buelness N lsitor Saturday
night.
Mrs. Lee Freemonti. of Jackson, Tenn., was here a few days
Wet weak the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan, and Miss Ella Freemond.
Mrs. Charles Horner, of Zeig-

ler, Ill., was the,guigiVoi Mr. al
Mrs. Claud White butt Satur,i
sod Sunday.
E. j Miller and soh. Ed Jr
spent Tuesday and Wednesday iil
Big Sandy, Tenn., on Waite.,
Mr. C. Scruggit, of Paris, T. nn
was here a few days last we, g t„
visit his slater, Mrs. Jim
and family.
Harvey Drama, of Arkansas
was. in Hazel Sunday.
W. D. 0„ilLes_ .1111.t_1undai foi
Nashville__ on business.' He Was
there
called
leY his intimate
rlend, Scott Fitzhugh, speaker
of the Tennesae State $ettete. if
the Tennesseoans should Impeach
Governor Hortin, as they threaten
do, Mr.
to
Fitzhugh
would
is•couie governor of the MM.

Under economics the compiler
listed such items as stock market
transactions,
reports, business
hank clearings, and crop condiJournalism Department of
included
Catastrophes
tions.
College Makes Survey of
accidents, deaths
earthquakes,
43 Publications
Inon-erantaal), Ursa, and llootia.
Club meetings. society briefs, musH. J. PERDEW RECORDS
events
RESULTS FOR MAY 1-8 ical programs, 8,nd literary
were listed under 110eitil news
—The College News
Approximately 10 per cent of
the news space in 113 newspapers
is devoted, to crime, according to
a survey completed' by the Journalism department or
Murray
Miss ,Mary Paul Spellings. Mr.
State College. 'The survey includBeadles Artuetrong and Mr. and
ed eight dailies and 35 weeklies Mrs. J. H. Below of Lexington.
in Kentucky, Tennessee. Missouri, Tenn., were visitors in thn bottle
Vtinti
I
,so'w AU.
and Wits, received In the office of Mr. H. I. Neely Sunday evening.
O
of the C . lege News for one week
r".
_
John Edward Hull, of Paris, is
May 1-8.'
speedier the week with Thomas
LEDGER &..TIM ES
In measuring a total of 127,266 Perry and Robert Lee Turnbow.
column inches, Herman J. Perdew, , Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lynn and
editor, found that 56.18 per cent children of Paducah, were here
Sunday ' to
visit Mrs. Lynn's
of the total space was devoted to father, Onie. Hutchens,
and grandadveztising. Only 4.52 per cent mother.. Mrs. Cinda Hutchens.
of the total space was devoted to
Dr and Mrs A. H. Ellis and
baby of Providence, Ky., are
cm-lute.
spending a week here with Mr.
Features, comic strips, and and Mrs.
Jelin White, and other
'columnists' material" comprised relatives.
Our neighborhood is progress- the largest division of the units
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, of Mut:
.
ing nicely except se few whica
measured.
The divisions and ray, was here last week -end.
are on the
sick list. 'crops
Mrs.
Denham
C.
W.
and Mrs
to
scent to have ceased growing on their percentages in regard
news space follow: Crime 10.31, Ben White 'spent last Tuesday
account of the cool weather.
visiting
Murray
friends.
Don Alexander is eery sports 11.-119,-econotnies 12.02, polra,, Ella Barber, of Clinton,
tit at the hoine or her,
datigITer, ities 6, social news 8.1, religious. Ky., was guast of her cousin,
Mrs. Hen Roberts.
Mr. Burnett Scott is Ill with a matter 2.8, educational niaterial Mrs. Ben White last week-end.
Mrs. R. R. Hick* spent last
14.08, catast ruche 2.11. features
sevefe eold.
_
-•
Sunday in Renton, guest of Mrs.
Misses Dove Anna Crass and 21.51_ and miscellaneous 11.18.
1.
D. Peterson, and Mrs. ConEvelyn Scott visited Miss Incline
_The papers
measured
were: Aimee Lester, sister of
Mrs.
Hunt Friday. who has been con
fined to her room for several Dailies. Courter-Journar; Louis- Peterson. who is visiting her
from Louisville.
weeks and not yet able to be
Ky ; Commercial-Appeal,
Miss Krta
Hooper
was in
out.
Memphis, Tenn.; St. Louis Poet- Gleason,
'in., last Friday and
Mrs George Scott spent Saturday night and Sainday with Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo.; Sun- attended District Conference of
her sister. Mrs. John K. Adams. Democrat. PaducalS, .Ky.; Daily 'he Methodist Churches.
`T. H. Daugherty attended the When your motor starts bucking skid you have to
Mrs But, Matiptn is spendine
Lead,,r, Fulton, Ky.; Messenger,
district
conference
at
Gleason
few days with her sister, Mrs. alaytte!d, Ky.; Post-Intelligencer
shift to second while other cars pass you— have
, last Friday.
Lurwin Swift, of KirMieg.-.
yeur tank filled with KOOIJAOTOR,th•
Parte, Tenn.; Defy Messenger,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
B.
Orr
and
Mrs. Byrd Grogan has returned
little son, Richard, of Bruceton. original high test, anti-knock,
home after spending the week Union City, Tenn.
green
Tenn., were here last week-end
with Mr. antr Mrs J. N. Reid_ anti
Weeklies: Union County Advo- to visit Mr. Orr's
parents, NI r gasolene—the gasolene free from
family, of Pine Bluff.
Mr. Ralph Goodwin and sister cate, Morganfield, Ky.; Tribune- and Mrs. C. C Orr, and, his sis harmful gum. Provides speed, power
Lois, niade a flying trip to Shiloh Democrat. Benton, Ky.; Ledger St., 'er, Mrs. W. H. Miller, and Mr
and pick-up. Try KOOLMOTOR today. <ONCE 4.4/A,>
Sunday afternoon_
Times, Murray; Ballard Yeoman, Miller.
Mrs. Belle Lawson. of near
'Mr. and Mrs. Burnett liVaiham, Wickliffe. Ky.; Hancock Clarion,
Concord, Ky., spent A few days
of Faxon. motored to this comHawesville, Ky.; The Parisian, 'his week with her sister, Mrs.
munity Sunday afternoon.
Mrs Ira Travis and daughters, Tenn.; Bracken . County News, John Burton,
Mimi- Maude W
Nell and Virginia .Belle, a ra sons. ftrookeritte-,- Mv., The:taymmeretzt;
iowav and --lor.-lti•triret,''itiffrffd- Merril!'eirjr.---retttrrirtr#-Record. i.alit. apent.tlaireisawk-end with
sister,
Mrs. W. F. Grubbs.
ed a birthday (flamer at her fathCadiz, Ky..; Jackson Times, JackMr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron.
ers, near Birmingham.
Miss Rachel Parker was ill, a son. Ky.; Three States, Middles- Miss Annie Lou, Mr. and Mrs.
few days last week with rheuma- boro, Ky.; Tr -City News. CUM - Audra Simmons visited relatives
in Gleason and Trezevant, Tenn.,
tism of the foot and ankle,
hPrland, Ky.: Caldwell --County
last Sunday.
CIO*. Sorsico-ons of this country's toot targiult tadustrial weasuzistionsMr. Bub Maiipin has a new Tinies:Princeton_
: Ey 1,)on CounI,eonard Garrett was ..in Nut- brw•M••t• irt••••. 5 P.M. IL.D.T.IWtAF and 37 statimm •• MM.C.coastChevrolet Six.
Bub loves his ty
to-coast and Can/pilaw a•twork.
Herald.
ray
Eiadvv
Ky.; HickSaturday.
babies and he loves his Chevrolet.
Mow,
J. M. Marshall and 0. B. Turn We stilt to thank the peopli man Conrier, Hickman, Ky.; Lohow were Paris visitors Monday •
that handed us newel
We are gan County Ness. Russellville, night.
glair they are intereted fn our Ky.; Weekly
LaCenter,
Athanre.
Mrs. I.-e Jackson. of rants.
news being published.
Ti.' road leading to the Dexter Ky.; Citizen Tim. -. Scottsville. Tenn., is here on a few days visit
and Niiirray road is being graded K,e......_Dixon Journal, Dixon, KY.; with her sister. Mrs. Artie Jones
this week.
Stewart County
Times, Dover, anti Mr. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wilson arid
Attendance at church and Sun- Tenti.; Bourbon News, Paris, Ky.;
daughters. Misses Erin and Evaday School were good Sunday.
Rutherford
Register.
Rutherford,
lene, art.• in Memphis, Tenn . this
Remember you are invited to
Ky.; Leitchfield Gazette, Leitch- week visiting relailv,
conic. --Lazy Butterflies"
s.
Mr. and Mrs.
W. W. Perry
field, Ky.; Russell County News,
Fultoh county farmers are plan- Jamestown, Ky.; Carlisle County were Paducah visitors last week,
-Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and
ning a eufficient acreage of to- News,
Bardwell, Ky.; Dawson J. M. Marshall were
guests of
matoes. beans and melons -to ship
in carlots front two points in the Springs Progress, Daviion Springs, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Acree, Benon,
and
Ky.; Albion Journabliegjeter,
attended
the
old
county.
Harmony ttinging.
. Princeton _ 4...en4er.
_Mxand
writ- c. Trooper. Mr.
-Sever-al(
-- tnt county farmers Princeton, Ky.; Hart dOuri y
and Mrs. Clydas Hooper, and Miss
have begun
plantings of small News,
Munfordville,
Ky.;
The
Eula
Hooper
were In Murray5itunfruit, one man setting 10,000
,trawberry plants and 4,000 rasp- Citizen. Berea, Ky.; Providence day 't.n visit Mr. Edmon Wi.lcox.
berm plants.
Enterprise, Providence, Ky.; El- who is a , patient in the KeysHouston Clinic.*
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Bailey, of
Murray, were guests in the home
.if Mr. and Mrs. BIll Bailey Sun•
•-

i
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Cities Service Oil Company

YOU MUST OBEY THE

15-MINUTE PARKING RULE

TYLER HOTEL

ELECTRIC

A number of motorists are violating the
15-minute parking rule around the court
square.
WE ARE GOING TO ENFORCE THIS
LAW

FIREPROOF

31:4 ad Jefferson

REFRIGERATOR

450 ROOMS 200 WITH BATH
RATES

- Let Us.
Explain Its
30 _Features
To You—Now!

$350 Double

R. B.PARKER
Chief of Police
By order of City Council
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.. Horne Cooked
Food In

Immossi

Dining Room
AND
Coffee Shop

THREE YEAR GUARANTEE

G. D. JOHNSON
West Side Square

LOOK OUT!
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At Prices That
Are Right.
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THE NEWEST THINGS IN REEDS, BOTH IN SETS AND
INDIVIDUAL PIECES.

COME IN TODAY.

•

REFRIGERATORS!
We have the right kind of reftigerator for...every
size
family. Come in and let us show yott the latest improx
iiments and-the best values.
-

'HERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE
i

.e`r v's

We want to give you a speciarM urgent invItatio to
.n
see our displays of deiirable furniture
for the porch and
lawn. Furniture that will make you
unjtly your home
more than ever. Furniture that wiH
make 3iou proud i(i
entertain your friends.

of-fkrth and South. Delightful Dine hospitaity
-order deans the
Lardy fffOrny rooms.
*nous Seelbach Grit Never wanner than 78

500 COMFORTABLE ROOMS

Name

It's Time for Porch
and Lawn Furniture!

AL Loursville'S busiest comer. the crossroadt

•

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $
Ledger & Tinfes for one year.

I 111

',r4
4,14-"As-A•t'_!! -74

EXCELLENT DINING ROOM
AND COFFEE SHOP
On U S. Highways 40 and 61
with Garage Accommodations
0. P GREATHOUSE AtANAGEIJ

IF one of your neighbors borrows
your copy of The Ledger &
Times, don't get sore at him. It
will be your own fault if he continues to take it
Just hand him the
Coupon below

1.1-Atf;ER & TIMES,
I'RRAY, KY.

A ,

FOR ICE

The Home of Good Furniture
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Frankly and truthfully, folks, we've cut prices to the
very bone in this great semi-annual clearance. We've cut
"em till it hurts, but you know the old sidage,-stern cases
require stern remeites. We've got to raise the cash as well
as clear all our stocks for summer goods coming in.
You know Duke's reputation for quality and value!
These great savings we are offering will convince you

that you never taw such values in all your life.
COME EARLY! Every item is such a bargain that
they-are-not expected to last long. Come early! Before
an earlier neighbor beats you to your choice.
_Remember the place and time: Read every item in
this whole page of remarkable values. THEN COME
EARLY AND-SAVE!

Store Closed All Day Thursday Getting Ready for S

n

EVENTfortheTH RIIn
Ladies
Silk
Hose

ceast.

$10.95

IS THE n_Kg
TO

BUY-SA
W
PRICES LOWER

Regular $10.95 Values to go at

1
6
.95

Slippers-Shoes

$3.95

350 pairs of Infants'and children's
Slippers and Shoes, worth from
65c to $3.95

Regular $3.50 Values to go at

89c

REGULAR
$1.95 value

They must go at

$1.59

CHILDREN'S
ANKLETS

$1.65 value

$1.29

One Half Price

79c
CHILDREN'S WINTER
COATS

LADIES' SLIPPERS

Sizes up to 14 years"

Worth $5.00 to $10.95

To go at
Pairs for .

While they last
worth

4

.1•

$1.95 to $2.50 values to go at
$1.25 values to go

$1.95

'

•

regular 35c

Your choice . . . . $3.95

$2.95 to $3.50 values to go at

in straps and pumps. We have-in stock
only about 100 pairs-all good styles.
These are close-outs. Regular prices
$4.50 to $7.50. Your choice-

CHILDREN'S
BLOOMERS

We have a rack of chddren'a
winter cats, -broken sizes,
6 to 14

HOUSE DRESSES

Voiles and Print Dresses-These are all new, summery

One big section at. . 19c
Another and better. 39e

$1.00 value

rt

Regular $16.95 Values to go at

Regular $5.95 Values to go at

These are in bright colored rayon
$1.25 value

titke4.•

-

NEW CREPES

Children.

LADIES
PAJAMAS

Phoenix Dull Sheer
in good run of
colors

Silk
Dresses

HOUSE SHOES in Patent Leather and Felts
$1.95 values go at
$1.65
$1.50 values go at
$1.19
$1.00 values go at
79c

,

95c

One Big Rack of New

PRINT HOUSE FROCKS
worth 85c, to go at

60c each

-a.

$1.®

or TWO for $1.00

•

LtmEs.,
HANDKERCHIEFS LINEN10c, 25c, 50c
Boxed
Handkerchiefs
$1.25 values to
go at

85'

$1.50 values at 98e
$1.25 values at $9e
$1.00 values at 79c
50e -values at 35.
35c values at 25c

Just 4i little short

Regular $8.50 values on sale $6.95
Regular $10.50 values on sale $7.50
Regular $6.50 values on sale $4.95
Regular $5.00 values on sale $3.65
Regular $3.50 values on sale $2.65

YOUR
CHOICE

Ladies Midersvear

LADIES' KIMONAS
$5.00 values to go at
$4.00 values to go at
$3.00 values to go at
$2.50 values to go sat

•

Beads
in profusion
SUITABLE FOR''
GIFTS •
-

-

Wartb-Isp to $7.50

Big lot.of Ladies' Underwear, consists of.
Bloomers, Teddies, Panties and Vests
Worth 75c
TO GO FOR
ONLY

in the Famous MODART Line

ne
to

THESE ARE NOT OLD BUT IN GOOD
CONDITION

Very Stylish -

CORSETS

to

LADIES' RAIN COATS

LACE
COLLARS

•

$3.65
$2.85
$2.25
$2.00

C. C. D

Ladies Bags CS Purses
These better bags are all in leather, both black
and browil

CHILDREN'S PLAY SUITS
$1.e5 values go at
$1.39
$1.25 values go at
89c
$1.00 values go at
79c

Umbrellas

IC.

PRETTY UMBRELLAS
85.95
$4.50
$3.95
$2.25

Ladies'Ready-to-Wear

$1.95 values,, in this safe
$1.49
$1.50 values, in this sale . $1.19
$1.00 values, in this sale .. 79c
50e values, this
.59c

$7.95 value, sale price
$5.00 value, sale price
$4.50 value, sale price
$3.95 value,$3.00 value, sale price
$1.25 value, sale price
$1.00 value, sale price

-

values on sale at .. $3.85
values on sale at .
values on sale at . $2.65
values on sale at
$1.65
waleasraestiatenst-.):
$1.00'
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Same Thick
under the district supervision of
$5.•15
Zach Justice, highway commission
Price
Sante
MEN'S SUITS
member from Eastern Kentucky.
Eastern
Mr. Justice' brought
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GRADUATING CLASS OF MURRAY,
STATE COLLEGE
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR
PICNIC A SUCCESS rife..05-E. -a -calm, clear day.
%.• Find
e.
Sandwich
spot. Work up an appetitss
Loot •
Then, dig into those pricele
insandwiches made with that ch_
imitable Pariter4 Sandwihats _
Bread. Qur sandwich loaf
home-baked fki-vor, firm te**----- -------------ture, crisp golden crust.

10,010 ProsVects
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I
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PARKER'S BAKERY

A Modern Bakery For •• Modern Community
................
-........

UST JOTS

Let's have a

SHOWDOWN

The Park-Cave_ Road

on this matter of TIRE

Let Us -SPRUCE
It Up!

MPARISONS

has

Anniversary of The
Red Cross

W

60c

On All Your Dry Cleaning

TRY THE OWEN WAY

- -It's Different and Costs No More

pt thefacts yourself, makes
it unnecessary for Mr. Firestone
the truth of his statements
or to file any complaint with j
the Federal Trade Commission, and then advertise it,
in an attempt to
believe his statements were true.
Mr. Firestone doesn't
ask you to accept comparisons about Firestone Tires
until you,
and special brand mail order tireswewe
yourself. Neither docomparAll
ison.
ask is that you make your own
We have cross sections cut from stocks
tires purchased from one
of mail order house and from Firest
Tires-no "tricky" or misleading comparisons-come in today and
YOU ALONE be the judge;

TION/
OMPARE VONSTRUC-

These Prices Include
CALL FOR AND'DELIVERY
TELEPHONE

WFFH all the eonflirt..
'ng claims published about
tires, it Is obvious that misleading statements arc being
made. The only conclusion
that you ass tire buyer
as
is that either
Firestone Dealers, are misrepresenting Firestone prodacts, or that a certain mail
4.. ler house is not telling
the truth about theirs. Both
can't be right-oue or the
other is misleading the public by their
comparisons.
s Firestone,in their advertising,only make
''eomparisons that can tr easily verified by
the customer before buying tires. To attempt
to sastantiate the comparisons made by this
-nail order house,it would be necessary to go
'Liao a laboratory and employ experts.
The very reason that the comparisons
Made in Firestone advertisking enable you to,

Tirestoste
Gives You

165

Note

eas,

plies

75c
5
$1.1
MEN'S SUITS (2 pair pants) . .
TOPCOATS and OVERCOATS -. . 75c

MENS' HATS (cleaned, blocked) .75c
$1.00
ANY LADIES COAT
ANY LADIES DRESS ...... .. $1.00
.... 50c
.-7-1.--:::
,.4--SKIRTS
50c
BLOUSES
75c
TS
SKIR
SUNBURST
40c
LADIES HATS

-I

•t.

• •

&your

KONJOLA WENT
TO THE SPOT!

•

Some idea of the power of Rahjoist can be had
from the experience of Mr.
Joseph U. Pisd
rimme
fur-t
for
e
tey, 4 3 3 Em'
No additional charg
Street, St am.
or pleated garments. Small additional
ford, Conn. Hi
says; "Stomach
charge for ensembles.
bowel and kid
ney ailment:
troubled me tot
_FI
five years. Ter
Coats
rible headaches
Sleepless nest
Nu Awry and constipatiot
it..
kept me in mis
ere. Ste bottles of Konjola brought
complete relief and I am feel.
ing fine. Anyone doubting this car
*rite me personally."
Here is the statement of Mrs. J.
S. Murphy, 42
Pierre Street,
Jamaica Beach,
, L.1.: "I will nevi er cease
ing Konjola. My
t husband was
RS
ANE
CL/AL/TV CLE
weak and enn[ stipated. lie had
ni, appetite and
gas formed at-meals, 1.J1e.. .
aye Miff-- -it
ruin
*.••••••••••••••.,
d'fffir
••• a.4. to.
ellier-elwei-Seitiewabe.him. Five bottles broughl complete relief. He
gained weight end energy and
•
feels as he formerly did."
the
Its
Konpda is -old I,.
drng
Dale. etubblefield. yic

-$2.00 up
TI COATS s
DYEING Overcoats;Ladie
i
$2.50
and Ladies Suits
$2.50
.
.
.
D
DYE
SUITS and DRESSES
(No extra charge for pleating) •

try

tire
manufactured by Firestone bears the
aspic "FIRESTONE" and carries
Firestone's unlimited guarantee and
ours. You ere doubly protected.

See Hew This Amazing litediciae
of 29 Ingredients Triumphs
Time and Time Agana

*A "Special Brand" Tire is made ic a manufacturer for distributors such as mail order hotz,4ies, oil companies and others,
under a name that does not idei1ilfy the tire maeafeetarer to the
public, usually because he-bu' • his "first line tires under his
own name. Firestone puts • name on every tire be makes.
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You will not be in danger of paying the same bi
.vice if you use a checking account. Neither will yo
Lac.:king in proof that payment has been made.
When vour cancelled checks are returned to you, g,
sier them carefully, and keep the ones that represen
he payment of particular hills -then you will have
-tceipt at hand in case of any misunderstanding.
We invite you to open a .c.heckino, account in, ou.
Yank, and guarantee you the titMest COUreeSy &Cid CO
•
>peration in yola dealings with us.

as

Manager
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4.40-21
41,4111 6.98 13.5e A.e0_21
4.50-21
5.4t 5.69111.1 3Ix4
0411.73 3.20 10.99
_
4.33 4.55 Lae --'
4.7319._ 9.6 6.68 2240 1.40-21
010.2.5 111.th
Ape 4.75-19
_____
5.15
'
3.15
4.50-21
7.1011
5.00-20 - .. 1.4
7-73 7.75 15.00 4.75-20__ 10.2510.73 19-9t
7.9011..3 5.2S-21
7
5.25-18
__ 15-97 8.55 16.7
55.221
1149
.7
11.05 115
5-9.9.10
6.00-2011.D.
5.23.21_______ 12.0513.65 25.59
iflrestone
gs.79,14.35 tel
5.50-24
111. D.1114.1C1L MILO
6.00-20
.W9015395 319-5.1.
W. soil and aor•lea lia• complot• 11n* 6•50-20
17.15 17.95 33-59
ME 17.95
3025 __,-.f.
29.75 57.
Of Fires011t• ii•tteirien. W f 1.,ill ns•s.
12x6 _
20.25 22.90 114-10
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Panama Canal and San Franoisee prealdent of the senior claw, rewin train to bemine a nurse.
gore Dean A. B. Austin and Mrs. Hill and spread a bountiful dinMusk and games teralehed the and will spend 20 dais as- the speeded. Sept. -W. J. Caplinger,
AUltb1; Dr. aid Mrs. It. T. Welts; her la honer-et his birthday.
water- before reaching Honolultr. as judge, Principal T. A. Sandiversion foe the afternoon.
abd Mrs. W. H. Mason. Mr.
Among this. Present were:
Lieutenant Pickets has been
Cream and cake composed the
and Mrs &deist-Snook. of PaduMr. B. A. Noere. Mr. and Mrs.
d W. B. Item%
'tenoned in Chicago for the past ford, as starter.
refreshments.
Tern Langston
Gab; Mr and Mrs. G. P. Qrdwsy E. A. Moore,
four years where he was in- as trainer mad ,.speeches befit--The guest list included:
of Knttaws;-Mr. and Mrs. T. H. au41 family, Mr. and Mrs.
Home Xe
ting
the
oessaalon.
Music was
Misses Mists Milstein!, Eliza- structor in the Army Scheid of
Stokes, J. 11. Wilson, of May- khraiter. Mr. Lester. Dunn. Mr.
.The College /tome- Economic field; Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Can, and Mrs. W. J. punn, Mr. and
beth Paschall, Gertrude Bruce. Subsistence. They usually spend
Club htid their annual banquet; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett. Sam Mrs._ Toni Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
LaRue Wisehart. Melva and Ru- part of the summer in Calloway
„iledneadair erasing. lit the Bar Tsaughber. Jess Beadles, Charlie Bud Taylor and daughter. Learben& Wall, Erin and Evelyn Wil- County and While he ia not a na-'
tIbnal
etta, Mrs. Jake Taylor, Mr...and
son, Marie Hatcher, Mary Sue the of- Kentucky he thinks there
Whitman, and Mr. Chives.
Garrett, and. Miss James, their is no plain like it.
The king-, tables were - lovely
The entire hall was thrown Mrs. Claude Luter. and daughter.
teagher.. Mies. Bertha Hawley, of
wltThtt flowareand. green
for laspeetton. Beantiful--M940110.Nashville, Tenn., was honor guest. Prof. And Mrs. Johnston In metal holders.
basket, of flowers. Many bearing
and Mrs. Cbsta Scruggs,
Honored By Clam
Cunningham, and
,
_
Mtn 'Caroline Graham Presided cards of friends, were in the re- Mr. Claud
Marie Hatcher
tendon room.
- -family, • Mi.' Chas. Clerk an
The young women of the adale toast mistress.
jbeeertains at aPrty
vance foods class at the college
• Covers were laid for:
The Eentuek &moats .1gaisd4familY, Kr
' Hen
" EMI." Mrs
'
Lorene Ellis. Mr. Van Fulton and
Misil Lydia Muse, Mies Elisa- during the evening. ,
Miss Marie listener was hostess entertibted Prof. and Mrs. R. A.
family,
Mr.
C.
B.
Haley
and
beth Lovett, Dr. and Mrs. ft. T.
at a buffet supper
0 a party lest Tuesday night at Johnston
A delicious ice course, cerry- family. Messer' Hughle, Obeid.
Wells. Dr. and hire J. W. Carr.
her home in North Hazel, given Thursday, Mar 19, In the dining
out a color @theme
onit and Orris Warren, Elder Byres
• Members of the club and their ing white, wee served. of
room
of the home economic deIn honor of Miss Erin Wilson,
.
Henry, Mr. and Mts. Randolph
guests ,were
also and
Individual
Who la leaving for Memphis, partment on the third floor of
Several hundred enjoyed the Braswell.
present.
the
liberal
arts building.
Tenn., in a few days to enter
most gracious bospitality of the
Miss Bettie Myers. Mrs. Eve
training for hospital work.
The table was decorated with
boys.
Hill and family;
Reception Given
Hill, Marvin
ptngs and roses. It was lighted
• Those present were:
• At Boys Dormitory
Misses Lula and Iva Garner, Mr.
Surprise' Dinner
false Evelyn Wilson, Miss Gol- by pink candles. The women in
J. N. Parker and family, Mr. and
Abe
advanced foods elms are now
hi.
Hill
Per H.
et? Scruggs, Miss
The boys of the vsellege enterLaHne Edlira. Solon ShacklefordMrs. JQ
studying table docorationervir
Miss
LaRue
.Irlasaszt.
AnYlliffnd
/lulled at their IWO& T"."-X
hay-3d,'t
of *erg,' loodsaand menu plan• /welling.
,
well, Mr. Davie Hopkins and
often, Murray. Mai Eris Wilson and Mlle Marie ning.
Miss Julie
k) Standing in the recolvtug um, relatives, friends, and neighbors
'fetcher; Lewis Brown, Ralph
E.
and
attendants
Roberts
WWale:
the
famil-Y.
one
V
Herman
was
dlr.
the
home
of
. met- at
They
are
planning
to entertain
Edwards.
Prentice
Douglas.
JulWaterS, Mr. in the May Day exercises-al Murea family, Mr. Lee
with their sentl-annual formal
Richard Wafers and family. Mr. ray State College
20. ian Hatcher, Heinen Hatcher and dinner this
May
Thursday evening.
andy_Mrs. Fred Enoch, Mr...and Through oversight her
photo- Darrell Wilson.
Mrs. Finis Holland, Mr. and Mrs. graph was omitted from the picMurray
High
Juniors
W. C. Holland and son.
ture of the May Queen and at- Lieut. Pickles Mild
Entertain Seniors Friday
Paulin To Visit Here
Every one seemed to have a tendants recently sent out by the
' good time.
College News.
Friday night. May 22, from 8
1st. IAeutenent and- Mrs. W.
Miss Holton is the attractive M. Pickens, and two emall'sons, to 10 o'clock the Senior Class
Maddox-Covet Engagement
and
faculty of Murray High
Mr,,,and
Mrs.
M.
D.
daughter of
of the Regular Army, will arrive
Is Announced Today
Holton, Murray.
in Cailoway county about June School were entertained by the
1st to spend two months With Junior class witti a banquet at
Des. L M. and W. H. Mason
wish to announce the engagement Lowry, and Mrs. J. E. Owen were Mrs. Pickets' parents, Mr. and the Elite Cafe. The idea of the
Kentucky Derby was very artisticGENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
of their nephew, Maurice Maddox hosts to the Home- Department, Mrs. Joel Cochran of Route 1.
ally carried out la the decora•
PHONE 300
to Miss Lucile Kathrine Covet Friday aftlrnoon at the. home of
On August 12th Lieutenant tions, menu and place-cards. VerThe marriage will take place the latter
North
Murray, Ky.
Fourth
Street
Pickets and family will sail from non Smith,
president
of.
the
soon after her graduation in
New York, foe Honoluln, Hawaii, Junior Clam acting—Mr toast
WATER
FREE
ICEhelpful
health
Interesting
and
June.
talks were made by Mrs. Mahle where they will be stationed for master, gave the welcome to the
Awn
years..
They
will go via 125 guests:
Glasgow and Dr. Nall.
Lubie hinGantai,
Home Departmeat Has
There were thirty present.
Wedge Of The Tear
course
sated
was
A delightful
IIIMIMMoomenyemapp...
Mrs. 0. B. Scott, Mn. C. S served at the conclusion of the
program.

•
•

Cash Specials

Friday and Saturday, May 29 and 30

Guaranteed Battery, on- exchang _
6 gallons Regular Shell Gas
1
6 gallons Super Shell Gas
$1.18
QUAKER STATE, KENDALL and
SHELL OILS

Women Boast It!

The

LEWIS H. BEAMAN

11111111811111111111181111111111111

AT THE MOVIES
CAPITOL
—

A car of consummate grace and beauty, of flashing speed and rugged power, of luxurious comfort
and true dependability, the New Plymouth introduces a new standard of value for low cost cars.
Designed throughout in the famous engineering laboratories of Chrysler Motors, it embodies all of
those charieteristics -which have made Chrysler
.
-—
Motor products admired the wodd over==chiciaa.
teristics that, notwithstanding universal imitation,
remain unduplicated. There is flashing, effortless,
thrilling speed for the open road----smooth, quiet
and tireless. There- is rugged, steady, unfailing
power for the long pulls. There is lightning acceleration—get-away that leaves the others behind
when the signal turns green. There is positive conby self-equalizing, waterproof hydraulic
trol
brakes. There is the coveted convenience of full
size and the exquisite comfort of rich, restful interiors.

•

tithes
Fireit on
nente
with
nmisse it,
I the
state-

There is the true beauty of skilled designing—smart,
graceful, jaunty and with a deft suggestion of fleetness that
commands" universal admiration. All of theme qualities the
.now Plymouth orrers__qualitles that would be notable in
aI3' car whatever its price—yet the New Minolta' is one of
the lowest-priced care in the world. Drive the NA' Plymouth
at your earliest convenience—only through your own experlotion of its
ience at the whet.] will you arrive at a
greatness.
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Senior Reception at Wells Hall
illeart-ltdepaidng Bachelors . . .
The college faculty Will enter1re They Myth or Menace?
After tain - the seniors at Wells Hall,
Yourself
Decide for
Monday evening. The hours will
Visiting—
be from 9 to It.
Mr's. Joe Lovett entertained her
bridge club Friday afternoon.
Those playing were:
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. H.
I. Sledd, Mrs. Ed Diuguld Jr.,
Mrs. Ted Sanford, Mrs, Version
Wrfitalfrif;"
tr791Tfita
IL O. Langston, Mrs. Clifford Melogin, Miss Margaret Tandy, Miss
Miss Maryleona
Lillian Clark,
Bishop, Miss Ruth Sexton.
It. And P. Ws Club 'Elects
Officers

Lowell Sherman Irene Dunne
Mee Murray Norman Kerry

Saturday
"ROGUE OF THE
RIO GRANDE"
—With.-Myrna IAA, JOSE BOHR
RAYMOND HATTON

• Monday-Tuesday

USED CisliFk. VALLI IE

RAMON NAVARRO
In

A splendid selection o('Fords and Cbeirolets. " Good, unwed
transportation at pant reasonable priers. SEE THEM TODAY

"DAY BREAK"
—Wedneseray-Thursday
NE 3 & 4
etS F RBA'S KS
DOUGLAS
HERE DANIELS
In

Gatlin-Bishop Motor
SOUTH SIDE (N)URT SQUARE

—

MURRAY, KY.

"REACHING FOR
THE MOON"
MINISIMMINEREINIBlEI

The Business and Professional
Woman's Club has elected the
following officers, who will be
installed the second Thursday In
June:
President, Mrs. Pollard; let
vice-president, Mrs. Solon Mgeins;2nd vice-president, Mrs. G.
B. Scott: secretary, Miss Esther
Rhodes; treasurer, Mina Erie
,
Kepi.

4!Prices That Say Ito& Up For.Summer"

We Are Showing Cottons on the New 1931
Model

C

Dr. and Mn. R. T. Wells will
be at home to the seniors of M.
S. T. C. Tuesday evening. Those
who will receive their degrees at
the end of the summer school will
Join those .tielshing next week.
for this occasion.
The guest- list includes one
hundred..

Miss 1.Abbie Jones was hostess
to a well planned picnic last
Thursday afternoon-. at the fiatstist Church grove, complimenting
-Miss Elfin Wilson, who Is Ina-Mg
for Memphis, Tenn., where she

afflaresummagai
in yourVACATION

stands for old -fsoh loned . . .
though yo. mould *tarred/ filed
northing
new -f mailo nod
Mere
than the .heer frook. we are
E v erytking
Showing at $1.88.
bet the _ mairia, the stars mot
the ethishrbig partner.

0
i

Mania foe filberts. Don't you
word . .
just lose that
.
"to bablio” Yea the- clever little
wash trogeka we ha.. on display 's ill tub and tub and
never fade.

Tim
stands ,f., tailored. too.
tsars a and wort SO •warribe
the clever little limes hens'
we're showing at d
iS
They manage to be moot attrartl• e in spite of their tailored air. helves er.
stands for ornamental . . and
you sort he .0re that will add
an ornamental note to any (Kraal.a when you appear la ewe
of oar *wispy chid on frock, at
$4.98.

oN

Shirtsitnd Shorts
25-c_ each
- Provider *vim, Theme midenthirte are
eon, eq•-sformible and cool, carefully tailored o. good quality flat knit combed cotton, very ,.oft; shown In .thite only, does
SS1 to 44.
fine cotton
The shorts are moule of
broadcloth in fancy patterns, elastic webbing on him. )oke front with fine pearl
buttons; fYrs 2N to 42.
A

Union Suits- for
Men

39c

The Suit

1.

•
We will se...ornament this fine quality
union sink to the man who wants long
wear, extra *ChMfort and low cost_ They
are tailored extertly the KAMP as our higher priced union suits_ You will wain several pairs at this price.

Watch for Announcement-Next Week of FREE Advertising Service We
'

O;7.
Ky
•

Short Term Policies—One
Day *or More—For Those
That Do Not Protect Them,
selves The Year 'Round.
This Office Gives Coast-ToCoast Automobile Insurance
Service and Has a Claim Attorney in Every County in
the United States and Every
Province in Canada to Give
You IMMEDIATE Service
Wherever You May Be
Motroing.

FRAZEE, BERRY &
MELUGIN,Inc. ; -

Summer is poking her head aroumbisthe corner. Let's get new clothes and do all the
things that smart, active women do . tennis, picnics, or even croquet in the back
yard. Put on clothes that won't spoil . . put on clothes that will wash . . put on
COTTONS.'Make them yourself or buy them already made In our dress section.

Put Them All Togeth.e.c=they SRell Cotton

FLUFFY
TOWELS
Double thread,
37x19 inches.
which insures extra long service.
Borders
Colored
--

A whale of a value In this Cotton
Crinkle Bedspread, Slx105 inches
In size. Rose, flee, GI-4n, and
Orchid-

98c •
CLEVER
SHIRTS

OUR- FEATUREErfOR THIS-BIG EVENT-- Golden Star Prints- •
Dotted Voile
unusually large display of unusually

An
The kind that is being used in the highprised, ready made dresses. Good rang•----..- beautiful- pattern* las select from. 811-__
square sloth and guaranteed fast coterie- --Of wanted colors.
Per

er

yard 19c

Per yard 35c

Voiles and Batistes

Honeymoon Prints

A large array of lovely new patterns in
practical fabrics for summer. Turns hot,
sultry, summer days into cool, pleasant,
comfortable one's.

A cotton dress fabric that will stand lob;
of tubbing, with a high Mercerised finish
that gives it the lustre of wasih- MM. A
complete. range of plain shades as Walt as
.
newest prints_ 36 inches wide.

Per yard 29c

Per yard 29c

CHILDREN'S
DRESSES
Newest and smartest styles of the
season for the little Miss. Fashioned of Voiles. Batiste and
prints. Sizes 2 to 6.4-

$1.00
Wear aEm,

'Em

These shirts come in a good
patterns, also.
range of smart
plain whites of an unusually good
grade Broad Cloth. Sizes 14 to
17. Only-

69c
S.. Our Windows!

rtnr.Ftery,
,...,....„Argos;31w

.
maamitmemasm
•

•

•

They're Good, They're Smart, They're Inexpensive

General Insurance and
Bonding

difTeNISEM
does tha1á
-who writes Toter insurance

▪

WEAR MORE COTTONS

stands for nom+alant . . . and
its eisey -to- wear mow toes. to
mar of the chief charm. of the
Manning little ..ports frocks on
dhiplay to the deem. section.

BED
SPREADS
sonal Accident and Automobile Insurance Afford. „

ASH TAB

at ands for Charon's,.
That's
the
words to describe theme
quaint organdie dreams in our
ready -to-wear section. Perfect
I,,, au renter ev eating*,

15c

Don't' Overlook The Comfort and Peace-Of-Mind Per-

Ends Saturday, June 6

:

Save in This Sale of Summtr

The whole country is getting
Cotton-conscious...smart women
Asimanding.
tons for the new season, because
they're so practical and so downright attractive, too.
Let's go
back to ABC days and find out
Just what COTTON means.

The Business and Professional
Woman's Club will give a banquet in their club rooms this
evening. They will have their
mothers as guests and a lovely
program has been planned• in
their honor.
----Dr. And Mrs. Wells
To Entertain

PLAN

-44
or doe •
alters,
to the
ler his
makes.

Starts, Monday, June 1

It. And P. W's Club To
-Honor Mothers

Hazel Sunday School Class
Picnic Thursday

,Men's UnderlearE

ationalCottonWee

Mrs. Clyde Downs is opening
her home this afternoon to the
Magazine Club. Mrs. E. B. Mauston will talk on "Our Latin
Neighbors".

Thursday-Friday

*P.

Wean

WEEKLY PROGRAM

Magazine Club Meets Today
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will
Frances Bradley
.Mitia
take an extended vacation trip
United
northeastern
-"brought
Elates and .parts or Canada during the coming summer season.
She will join a touring party at
—
Del:111%10h On June 12.
presnottei
normal • -Spine
A
Health. See that sour Spine is
anintaal. —See sour cltir.pi'*etaw
—Dr. H. F'. Newman,(her Sexton
Bros. Store.
lie

TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Edgii talConsb. of tirueeton.
Many friends here of Mrs. John,Palm Beach. Florida, has re- of Lynn Grove, end Manon Craw T,titi.. attended• the funeral and
T. King, Cadiz, will regret to turned home after a visit here tord, of Lynn Grove.
Mr. Virgil Edmonds of Tampa, burial of his aunt. Mrs. T. J.
learn of the deayi of her father. with her parents. MT- and 'Mrs.
Holcomb, here Wednesday.
oride, spent the past week
Mrs. J. W. Hendricks, prominent B. G. Humphreys.
g his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Bowling Green citizen, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Ross and in
•
intemve suffering fromm a serious throe children, of Conway, Arkan- V. Edmond of the Eaat aide of
illness is believed to have driven sas. have been visiting relatives to wn.
Miss Clara Johnson, of Tampa
Mr. Hendricks to take his own and friends in the county during
lolida, was the housegueet of
life by shooting himself.
Mrs. ibe paat week. Mr. Ross, who is
and Mrs. W. V. Edmonds the Public Invited To Training
r.
nathe of the east side of Caling is ver) popular here where
..School Art Exhibit
she has often accompanied her loway county is now superintendPareats and Mende of Dulkibt
Buren-eonnIn
Van
Virgil
schools
at
M t.w4.k
Edmotids, Miss Lu- attending the Training School are
husbC.7-this emu in on w lt 'a at- ent of
Arkansas.
in
visited
Editions,
They
cile
ty.
and
torney, te Calloway circuit court.
Miss Chu& invited and urged to attend tin
returning Johnson morored to Mammoth
"Sttaistiragons"
in
beautiful Marshall conoty before
ethibit of art -work done by the
While
they
home.
visited
here
Care
of
Th6rsday
last,„„xesek.
t•.dore.
informalk>n
For
call
children during the year under
Mrs.
home
Ross'
the
of
in
wore
ape
neck
of bargains. the supervision of Miss Menke
Mrs. Jim Dick at Nyukinal Hotel.
and Mrs. R. W. 4i OR on all our _tritely Fisk, Lou Lockwood, art instructor.
Mrs. Roberta Wheeler, of ,West pat,nnts, Mr.
Owens, on Alino Route 1.
Gage, and Tutor hate.—IthieThe exhibit and tea will be
1.1very Spring and early SUM- Bird Steppe.
e.•
lie from 4:00 until 5:30 P. M. in
user hat !,4 ritT. All hats reduced
Mrs. E. D. Rivers and Mrs. room No. 110 Training School
Now
for another
week.
hats
added for Fridass selling.—Blurs Clayton Armstrong returned to building. June 2.
their
home in Detroit after lit
Rini Simple%
Attorney John G. Ryan con- days visit, with their fattier, J. Prwtal Employeee 'Have
W.
A
Parks
tad Fish Fry
',and sisters, Mrs. Reed
tinues ill at his apartment in the
Outland and Mrs. M. D. Paschall.
On May 21st most all postal
Shroat
Mrs. E. 'Vivers. Mrs. M. D. workers met at Pine Bluff and
J. A. inilaney returned home
Sunday from a three...weeks trip- Paschall. Mrs:\-„Aecd Outland. and had their annual fish fry which
through Kansas for
the
Merit Mrs. Walsie Lewis spent Monday was enjoyed by all.
in Paducah.
The., hour set to have supper
Manufacturing Company.
Mrs. C. A. Hale, who under- arrived and found all anxiotis and
Doc Carr's Toilers, baseball
delegation
went
an
except the
operation
waifing
at
the Mason
teaili went to l'aris Sunday and
lost the decision to the Tennes- hospital last Week, is doing well from Lynn Grove, who. for some
When they
and •will...soon he able to see Ifer reason ware' late.
seans. 10 to
did arrive and saw we were eatKirk Pool returned to Okla- friends.
Mrs RumArt larks and little ing in their niad rush far the
homa Citv Monday after spending
a few days at home with his par- son expect to leave the hospitil table Joel Crawford forgot to
by
the last of this week.
turn off his light and rah his
ents. Mr and Mrs. Frank Pool.
Mr. Don
Hodges, of
Mr. Ford seeing
Como. battery down.
and other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Ruby Lawrence. of Chica- Tenn., who has been in a serious be was late sprained his ankle
appendicitis. is as he alighted from the car. Mr.
go. arrived last week -for a visit condition from
Story made up for lost time when
with her sister, Mrs Harry Jen- now iinproving nicely.
Mrs. Lucy Hinkle, of. Chaffee, he did get
to the table
but
kins, Mrs. Lawrence visited relativ,-s In Lancaster..Ey., before Mo., underwent a serious opera- almost got chocked le, the rush.
Meson
tion at. the
hospital r
__Hazel was. ably„,repreeented by
coining to Murray.
- -- Y:--Fler condition is causing some a goodly number
which gave- eris
We belle‘e
in
preventative
anxiety. Mrs. Hinkle was form- dence that people coming from
Sersice.—auto Service Co.
erly
a
resident
of
Dexter.
there
have
of appetites
the
best
Mr. J K. P. Wells. who has
Miss Hoy Kirby. of Union City, and are not, backward la showbeen quit ill at tile home of his
who has been under treatment at ing it:
daughter. Mrs.
John
Lasaiter.
Mason hospital for some time has
Kirksey Was weakly represent'
southeast of town, is slowly' imreturned to her home 'Much im- 'd
by Hal Hurt. His running
proving.
proved.
!nate, Less Ross was conspicuMr. and Mrs. V B. Gardner atArthur Robinson. of Puryear. ously absent.
Therefore that
tended the big singing at Benton
Tenn., was dischuieed from the place failed to get much adverSunday.
Mason hospital thjs week.
tising.
Mr and Mrs. .Harry
Jenkins "
The Murray Giants (colored)
Coming from lb-xt VI' was Clint
and their house-guest; Mrs. Rub)
baseball team will play Cleveland. Skaggs and his
substitute, Lee
Lawrence. of Chicago, spent SunTenn.,•• this
afternoon at 3:311 Donelson,
which „showed
that
day in Plducah with friends.
o'clock.
This local aggregation none from
that place had any
Quite a crowd gathered at the
had an
unusually
successful
thing wrong with their stomachs,
(lying field west of town Sunda)
season last
year, displaying, a although (dint complained that
to see the dog 'parachute jump
•
brand of hail— They have the -fish in the bottom of the pan
good
A number oleo took rides in the
won the only game played this didn't taste as good as those on
plane, which was operated by Paseason 'and prospects lopk bright top.
ducah Airways.
The Paducah t7i to add another wintoday.
Rudy Gardner, from Hardin,
ens reported their jumpirrt•--tittr'
N. G. Co), manager of-H. D. showed that he enjoyed It as he
hors ,de combat from a fight SatMcElroy & Co.. was a huffiness -was about the last one to come
urday night. but the little son of
visitor in Nashville last week.
away from the (able and not then
Herbert Young offered his pet for
Wallace Key left Monday for until swim one persuaded him to
the stunt.
The dog made
the
Frankfort
and
Louisville
•
on
quit.
junip with safety, landing in the
business.
Post-masters from almost every
field just south of the highwaS.
Mrs. Ida Gilbert, returned ho office in' the county were present
Little girls hats, bah) bonnets,
and berc1.:---2.1c to $1.1.gievig.111110- Paducah Wednesday after ape/W- and gave conclusive proof that
ine. evveriel,'--tfayst —ifivre witti
'Wad been- 1-ifilfrrntuFft
Bird .shopsie.
6
ltc Mrs.
George Overhey, and other functions, hefbre.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hays and
We Were
entertained
with
family, of Pm-111mb. spent Sat- friends and relatives.
Mrs. Murray R. Hubbard. of music by the Brier Hoppers, of
urday- here with their daughter,
Atlanta.
Georgia,
la the house Hopkinsville, before and after
Miss Edna Hays, a nurse in the
guest of Mrs. E. .A. Tucker this supper, which was enjoyed by
Mason Memorial Hospital.
week. •
all and- especially by
Hobert
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Morris,
Mrs. Leona Gormlv, formerly Graham and Jess Willard. carryMr and Mrs. T. T. Stokes, Mr.
of Murray, arrived Tuesday'irom ing Jess hack to the scenes gff
and Mrs- Bert Sexton, and Ather hortre-ht Denver Colo., to shift his ehildhried hack down in the
torney Joe Lancaster Were among
her sister, Mrs. J. A. Cole, on hills of Tennessee, near Lascasca,
those attending the Big Singing
North Fourth street,
,
the boehood home of the man
at Benton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton re
turned Sunday from
Memphis
where they visited their sons.
AT THE SOURCE
Will and Leo. and families, for
several days last week.
One's health depends on the state of his nerves,
Elder J. C. Chester, of BrewEach has sonic organ or tissue it Olives.
-ers, Continues to iniprove slowly
It some pressure is applied to the source
at
his
home
Nerve energy Is redueed somewhat, of course.
there,
though
he is
IPICTIJRE
not able to be out. Elder ChesParts affected then •kithe Nth) as a sign,
ter underwent a cr.itical operaRemove the pressure by ad,pleting the spine.
tion several months ago and his
ADDED
many friends in this county will
be pleased to learn that he i on
the road to recovery.
•NEW LOCATION—GATLIN BLDG.
Charles Hord. manager of the
, Treatments ilren in Home When Necessary
N.1114Yeat HOW,fins returned-frail
a several days visit in St. Louis.
,We service Any and all make
of
atibenobtlea.—Auto Service

SOCIETY

CAPITOL - MONDAY & TUFSDAY
"Love Goes With Music
and Magic Nights..."

He paid for her love and
started her on a career of
gilded Continental gayety.
Only at the end a ruined
-man---does he find out the
priceless quality of her
love

who now owns and operates
the famous Willard Transfer Co.,
of Murray, Ky.
Last, hut not least, were the
gang from Murray. numbering
over one dozen.
A sad _thing
took place just a day or two before the fish fry was had. Mr.
Shoemaker having had the misfortune of breaking one division
of his false tegth which handicap
pod tile attag to V - certain
gree.
Redden was the
Again
champion checker player taking
all who came his way until darkness began to steal and forced
them to- play by candle light,
then all of a sudden some one
stealing up through the darkness,
unbeknowing to him, began to
jump and carry away his men
until he had no more left.
We
think a few more trips to fish
frys and Mr. Starks will learn to
eat , fish and relish them.
We
hope to have many more in
rears to come.--W. E. Clark.

Russell's Chalked

wyn-NICIYer
HELE
ANDLER
JEAN HERSHOLT
C. AUBREY SMITH
directed by
Jacques Feyder

•

S

WHITE SALT BUTTS_ Pound 7vac
94
SMOKED_ BUTTS _:°und
OURS _STAR LARD " *4'
94`
81;3"d Bucket LARD
I_4 Pound- Bucket LARD
46
9c
PURE LARD
Pound
COUNTRY
- 121/2e
STY" BACON
for
2
25,
EINERS
es POUNDS
OLEOMARGA
21c
_ _ RINE
25c
2 POUNDS
SAUSAGE
2-POUNDS
15c
LIVER
15
2Pounds
BRAINS
POUND
9c
RIB ROAST
POUND
1 I.c
CHUCK ROAST
65
ARMOURS STAR BACON V65
FRESH- RIVER FISH-- P°"" _15c_
84, t° 12c
Pull"
MUTTON
-

First Methodist
Church

Pound

Bring Your Bucket

•

•

Pounds

Rev.
L.
0.
Hartman,
of
*Dresden, Tenn., will address the
young people of the North Paris
Epworth League Union at the
First Methodiat church Sunday
night.
The public is cordially
invited.
Regular services Sunday morning. Sunday school, 9 30 a. ni.
Junior
church, 10:30
a.
Morning worship, II a. tn.
_fluteseiVuutan's
Society will
ni“•t at' the church
Tuesday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
tor a business session.

TIRO& MEkT-MARKE

Store
Lowest Priced Food Store in Town

DR. B. F. NEWMAN,Chiropractor

SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS

HELP-YOURSELF STORE
BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Specials for FRIDAY and SATURDAY
29c
Maxwell House COFFEE, pound
25c
Great Northern Beans, 5 lbs.
gal. .-59c
KARO SYRUP,-rerfor-white,
_
CRACKERS, 2 lb. box
21c
Gulf Furniture Polish, 50c size for . 28c
Bananas,niee and yellow, dozen . 19c
25c
PET MILK, 3 large sizeTfor
Pure Hog Lard, lb. 10c; per can . $4.65
25c
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs.
15c
Tomato Catsup; Welch# 25c size
23c
MEAL, 10 pounds
MALT SYRUP; No.3-can;3 cans 0.00
APRICOTS,2 1-2 size, Libby's, Red Robe
19c'
PEACHES, Orchard Gem, No.
21-2, per can
17c
e6
-SNOWDItIFT, lbs.
98c
CHEESE, Cream, pound
23c
MATCHES,5c size, 6 boxes for
15c
TOILET TISSUE, 1,000 sheets,
10c seller, 3 rools for
22c
SLICED BACON, pound
22c
STRING BEANS,No.2, per can , . lOc
TOMATOES, No. 2, 3 cans for
25c
10c
CORN Country Gentleman, can
JELL°, all flavors, 3 for".
25c
BREAD, loaf
Sc
FLOUR,Dove, 24-413. sack
65c
TOILET SOAP,6 bars for
19c
ScAri. White. Naptha, 1,9 bars f9r 32c
- 6 • tet
-MCES,-2 boxes for . .
19t
Peanut -Butler, pt. screw top jar
Salmon, Alaska Pink, 20c seller can 10c

•

PECIAL!!!
ÔrTSAIURDK

A large crowd attended the
musical arid supper given at the
school house Saturday night by
the W. 0. W. Every one seemed
to enjoy themselves and the
splendid music, and talks by
the Sovereigns and the singing.
Rev. W. T. M. Jones delivered
a ,fine sermon on May 10. at
Russell's Chapel. A large crowd
was present, in fact the largest
attendance of the year.
Mrs. Mayot Roberte Is s1111 in
the hospital.
Miss Ruby Boatwright, Mrs.
L. B. Alexander. and little daughter, Frances, were week-end visitors of their parente. Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Boatwright.
Rey. 0. H. Boatwright also
spent a few days with hies parents
the past week.
A teirpjrise birthday dinner
was given Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
%Verstreut Sunday.—Sunshine.

•
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THURSDAY AFT

eadwasmailmage.

•

Capitol Theatre June-I0 & 11

_ Rev. Ernest B. Motley is attending a joint convention of the
Christian Churches Of Virg-inia,
Maryland, Delaware and Dialrict
of Columbia in Richmond. Va.,
this week. .
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Gilbert. of
Knoxville, Tenn.. anent the weekend with relatives anti • friends,
Mrs. Hall Hood has been quite
ill at the Mason Memorial Hospital this week
but Uer many
friends will be glad to learn .that
she is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Bailey and
-Children' attended the Flig_inging in- Benton 'Sunday.
MIss--filiecort itlaocJc of Lyng.
Grove, spent the week ead_as the
housegueet of Miss Irene Jones.
Dr. and Mrs. D. H. Siren and
diughtirr. Miss t•S 'Netle, and
Miss Lucille -Newfoit attended the
Big Singing in Benton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hay, of
Memphis, spent
Sunday. here
with Me Hay's sister, Mrs. Edd
Filbec,k. and
- Herman Broach -left Monday
for Tulsa. Oklahoma, after spending a few days here with his
father, H. C. Broach, other relatives and friends,
Dr. and Mrsr. W. H. Graves
and - Mims Mildred Graves left
Tuesday- afternoon for a week's
motor trist_throusa. Limo.
They will visit 'Nfi•fl Margaret
Graves in Parkersburg, Wpm Virglnea, and front there will go to
Washin2don and other points.
They will visit maily places of
historic ihterekt on the join-nes,.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Abernathy
and son have moved to Murray to
make it their permanent home.
Mr. Abernathy is the nevi b1.18111eSfl
manager of
the
Mason'
Memorial hospital.
The annual meeting of the
alumni of the Ma$1415- hospital attented a reception NIthe home
of Dr. and Mrs. Mason Sunday
evening.
The business meeting
was held Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0..rurtter; Mr.
and Mrs. Toni Turner .Jr. attended the lienton singing

ALL HAIL TO THE
NEW STAR

47c

ihg

Box

n
UC

C. CLUB

APPLE BUTTER jar 23`
TE

ee

C. CLUB

MILK

3TALL
•III4ALL or

PORKaatEANS
TALL PINK

LNttORN
Per Pound .4.

SALMON

CHEESE

Country Club MALT
3 cans

95c

Evaporated APRICOTS
35c
2 pounds

White SALT MEAT
pound

Meaty PRUNES
2pounds

Pure Hog Lard, lb. 10c;
50 lbs.
$4.68

.
15c

JEWELL COFFEE,
3_pounds

PEANUT BUTTER
jar

BREAD
12 ounce loaf
•••

R. M. Crass was hi Areliton
Sueday attending the Big Singing.
Brirce. Maddox ha,. taken over'
now in
the Management
of the Cities He's here
'Service Station at Sixth and Main his great starring
streets.
Mr
Maddox IV peen entertainment!
connected with the Wholesale Department of- Cities Service here
for tbe past eiriht month!,
_. And what a pic— Tr Wt1itTTn an
A. Bisbee ture! A thrilling
were t»Ittiness %/Alton 'In Meinsea drama made
PI)IS TUel.i44'.
Those froth till rray and, t he with the co-opercounty who attended the district ation of the U.
,M. 44.
Coefer±.treeat .i,ilealitmi
tilavy. You
Mi rifdety•seiktte..1•Vei-Flad
IttitT7J.:;.0— 1h-war mew. Sad" --liftW.e
J,
Settee.
Solon Hig•In14.
4•444
.S.
4 - •teseer
'Bruce, Mrs•
\I •
tI
T. Wells, Mm ''r Laid Filbeck. T
H. Stokes, Judee I.. A. L. Lanai'at on' ReV. J. M Kendall,
Rev. %V
T. M. Junes, Mrs. K. E. Douglas,

with
Ernest

Torrence

Clifton Green BEANS 3 cans

25c

Red Cross Macaroni, Spagheti,
or Noodles,4 pkgs.
25c

65c
Sc

Fresh Baked FIG BARS
2 p9unds
25c
All Candy BARS
3 for

10c

Dorothy

Jordan
Hobart

Bosworth'.

•Large Yellow BANANAS
19c
dozen

New Texas ONIONS
pound

Cliff

Fancy APPLES

Edwards—
I"

prauction

Califoinra CARROTS
bunch.
MEM.

411

•

•

SUGAR 10
Plain or 2 lb
CrisP Crackers Salted
Soda
LIPTON'S
Quarter-Pound
A

•

•

Pure
Cane

Jumbo
each

ANTALOUPES
15c

.PI

Ta

t.„

•

-

•

;

_

•

•
••

-

'77

CsO7Gitter- 4.1rCittli

nut mom & TWO,SIIIRRAY. KEIrrorxir

-
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Republicans
To Have Convention

Stella

last week. hY,Yr..031d Mrs. Jesse
ReeseGossip - C. Gordon. of forCadiz.
a couple of
Mitchell, here
bum_ Marie weeks to enjoy a lila with Old.
Cherry, of .Mur- Trigg county 'friends, took them
visited her to Murray Thursday afternoon
sister, Mrs. In- and they returned Friday mornus Morgan last
week.
,Ladies of the
'Home Makers'
Club will ccinduct an l&
cream supper
a t Coldwater
Saturday night,
May 30. I'm

child to the club.
Tixe-'431( Getters' 4-litlab held healthiestMae
Cenninghata Imered
their reentlar Meeting Tuesday theWillie
highest.
Upon Will Nominate 6(.6tn Ticket At
to this Celusas
Coetrthutiomslawns,
afternoon, May 19.
Are Always
of
Lemenitou On Tim First
WarterDickey
Mrs.
Mr.
and
il
They Do Not N0000"
Of July.
field were with us to assist in Wleoena.
Vatprese the Views of
this Newspaper.
our club work.
The Republicans of Kentucky
The girls have their towels
and holders made and are ready Democrats of the First District will nominate their eamildates
Governor and other state cafor their caps and aprons.
will sympathise with Elliott Mit- for
In
After- -oar -work we eeleeted elielr
/BS PlUitleah eon-Demo- ries* by ecaventioa_to _meet
Of
Lexington the first day' of
what a would have on 8pring- crat.
e'
at
decided upon Jut?.was_
Ra.1
After talking tilinielf blue in meeting of the
committee!
state
d a few visitors. They
have.
will
he
hoer
the face about
Louteville last Friday.
wWlrMrs. Claude 1.uter, Mrs.
support Ed Morrow for U. Be held
Delegates to the state convenClaude Cunningham, Misfire Lox "to
Barkley.,
1
lintig=
against
Senator
going.
eputmer
rene Fulton, Lula Dell Lamb, Me I can see a big tear glisten- hen will be selected _from each
Virginia Thomas and Mr. Ray- ing on the en I of hie nose tui he county -by , nin* • Conventions to„ N. 13. Warren and family after
be held on Saturday. the 87th of being on the highway 21 days
mond Parks.
June.
We have a new member almost writes,
and crossing 'Weide and Sierie
charstately
the
exemplifies
He
of great
every month. Madaie Lee Steeley
The county conventions the mountains and portion
newspaindependeet
an
of
acter
joined at this meeting,
to be held at American desert, landed at Boopolitical as the 27th of June are
vegetaSay! "Co Getters:, let's
be per 'but it is as
where
dam,
the state conven- ver-Boulder
The Bo- one o'clock andcalled
what our name demands! -- Louisville Post exec was. sold
at lion can not exist. By "tend by
order
to
be
to
Is
"ion
and
has
Esther Cunningham, club report- tched Sun-Democrat
desert will blossom like a
onaley.o'clockk also on the first. of "the
traded so often lately that it Midis j
er.
rose" on thousands of acres.
it
that
embarasaing
se
name
its
There will be a total of 1,881 Had we had a primary eleeto change its nal= delegites
.Phone 140 Wit4LARD Tobacco plant-beds nee • eom- will berforeed Republican."
—to The coeventiOn from Gott inatead of a blamed con"Patideab
to
mon sight in Magofftrt county
counties of the ventiotr Hon. R. T. Wells would
various
Two trkw•wool; to St..-L.ouis this
-he
over
expressed
sympathy
and
spring,
most farmers will Such
be next Governor.
Throe trips a WO& to
grow tobacco, many of them for theigivin g up of a $14,000 lob, but Kate.
Calloway is entitled to five
Bill and Hardie Adams went
the !first time.
Eddie did not announce such in- delegates
Paducah
in the convention.
patch and
into their
tobacco
tention. He knows that Hoover
worms and put
has told him to hold on to the job REPORT OF THE cosnirrrric• caught 1600 .cut
them in
a tin
bucken. John
and run for Senator as a "noble
TEMPERANCE AND 60- .Hanes says there's two kinds, one
_xpe.le; t" for the Repu blleans ON
colas can climb. Casey Jones and
of Kentucky. Mr. Hoover or Mr. ...-(1
AAMLIS14111t
T Carry Nation!
VitisrcTAD°
a01)116T
°
HISTI
Migr
Morrow have very little hope of P
21-1kL,
MAY
RH N491
09iFE
1,
holding any of these jobs after 1111:111, AT GLEASON, TENN18.- Planted nty navy beans and
peanuts; now I've got to stretch
this term.
SEEwhite twine in the patch to keep
Just imagine the Kentucky farWe your committee on Tent- the crows sway.
mer or the labor ot:ganisations perance and social Service
Mother atum preached to a
'out of-john, or even the- Investors mit the following report:
who (aeh morning pick up theit First -Immediately itupending fine congregation at West Fork
papers and glance at the head- and certain
to hold a critical-Sunday morning and triglit..,
lin•-a to see the bold black type place in the soetal life and order** I "Pet" Morgan killed a _large
"NEW LOWS" on all stocks, of Ainerica for
the next two 4nake in his house. I'll bet that
which is the Republicon ineignia. years, is another contest over win t the sign of within'.
._IjATURALLY yoy know all
the
and
The people of Kentucky
Nturray loafers' club has been
the social issue of intoxicating
_--41 about the inimitable excelnation, as well as the progressive drink.
abandoned for non-payment of
lence of Goldbloom Ice Cream.
as
Barkley
Now they have organized
Ilepublicans, want
dues.
is
Our concern in this contest
heir only hope. What do the neith*l. a political nor a sectional "Man-sweat'', (must not sweat
But perhaps you do not know
people of the state care for funny nor a denominational concern. club. Jobb
Cole was elected
that the same high quality of
things like smoking in bed at. the Purely out of an increasing vie- president; of course John never
ice cream is obtainable in beau-

ray,

I

a,— - - t e only abOtIt
ing. Going they *6
2,000 feet high, w le they went
more than 4,,O.00 set up on the
return trip. They were 19.5
minutes returning and this included a circle around Murray
after rising from the field west

il

of the Teacher's _College. The
flight made Mrs. Gordon sick
and this took some of the Pleasure out of it fur her, but Jesse
enjoyed it very much, and wishes
to taken another similar ride
soon.

•

7anat

ICE CRIEAMI

trI
ttElDellNIG MTV

tiful and original moulds appropriate.to the warldinf party,
and other special occassons.
These moulds, individually
wrapped and packed in dry ice,
can be secured any time. If
you are making plans for a
party, get in touch with us.

11•161~0111alreak

-10381*311-,1Cy.

ancrStoiaTie
--"Oili'm

Seelbach;
You say he is fropt the soil and
for it, hut he is from the dust and
will return to mud, for he certainly got his feet wet fooling
,
with Barkley.
Did you notice the way this soindependent newspaper
called
starts off the campaign against
v.tin ees this
atic
'he Denioc,
fill! Why don't Democrats of the
-First District go to the support of
true Democratic newspaper?
Th..re is the Mayfield Messenger
a daily, or encourage the Ledger
, to start a daily that wit.
Time.
uphold the Democratic party.
It is too bad that the great cit)
of Peduetilt cannot atford a_ Democratic newsy:arm-7-1SW con
ion von will see that I ant as nonpolitical partizan as the editor.
--T. 0. TURNER
Mr. Mitchell.

BREVITY Piff4ONWIED
A newspaper classic credited

Your Home
/1*
62.
1*

.‘•

41"
•

"7

4- ;Y.

•

..fP

*I., .•*,
rb.
"!
IA.

And it will be kike a private
.,
home to YCIU. Come as you al:
A cordial welcome hc,e always
Comfortable—cool, and courte.y
is the keynote—near to the trims
and buses —a convenient garage
foc your car. Single rooms r'l.00
up—double $1.00 up.

The BROWN

HOTEL

4th end Firostiwav

FA to Proiridi
Capable Executor
for His Estate
-For many reasons the trust departments of reliable
banks are chosen for executors. An individual has his
own business to attend, he may die or fail and for many
other reasons beyond his control be incapable of giving his
best efforts to an estate entrusted to his care.
Not only are our trust officers men of proven efficiency
and integrity in administering estates but the strength of
this institution is behind them, its resources- and -safeguards of safety. And the life of a bank goes on and on;
caring for your estate so that your heirs will reap the most
benefit from it.
BEN'GROGAN, Vice

and Valuation of human life, did .sweat, Haniboue said, "old
personally mid socially as Jesus tom's boy married awful ignorChrist grows more and more to aat girl, but. she got into the
be. the light of the world, we right kind of family '.--"Eagle"
members of the Paris District
the
Conference of
MethodMethodistCrawford-Gatlin JElead
Churcb, South, assembled

Gleason. Tenn., reaffirm our an-

President and Trust Officer

Third—Witheut in the least
ininimizing-the
heroism of the
men who in
times past
have
'fought, bled and died" for our
county, we declare ourselves as
unalterably opposed to --war as
aT asWflruiTIkn,1ley1n g 11
lions have no moral right to settle their disputes!, by the taking
of life by arson and evils of like
nature.
We pledge Ol/r moral
•and, where.,,_ prissible, our active
support- to movements looking th
!he establishing- of world peace
old international goodwill.
C. C..*Daniel, Chairthan--- Mrs. Jas. A. Robins, See:
W. T. M. Jones,
Mrs. E. A. Tucker.
,--R. P. Itriant,
Corn lit it tee.

_Restless,i
'coütdiiot'Jeep
were days
I'RERE I felt
"
'
when
like I
could not get my work
done. I would get so
nervous and 'trembly'
I would have to lie
down. I wax very rest- less, and could not
sleep at night.
My mother advised
ma ..to take Cardui,
and I certainly am
glad she did. It is
the first thing that
seemed to give me
any strength. I felt
better after the first
'bottle. I kept it up
end am now feeling fine."—wro.T.

LOWEST PRICES EVER!
Ai+

Says Business Is Better

cleat protest and our unchanging
,pugnance to the demoralising
M. G. Crawford, bead Of the
It Crawford - Gatlin stores,
degradJ°K alcohol evil;
writes
and, for the detitruction of atrThis local managers that there it
we build. Its whole system and a decided-trend upward in boatatti t ude and incorrigible effect ness conditions. He
saYs the 10And habit can be nothing but a cal managers of all the stores renight and abomination amongst port better business conditions,
*he American objectives of an more- buying, good crop prosadvancing civilization.
perts, and a general outlook for
bk,Ittr_
We therefore vigorously reaffirm our endorsement ar-Tire^-as tii.e—o= store heads are close
Eighteenth Amendment and the studenta of business conditions in
Voistead Act as the most ettec- their territory,
tive and comprehensive welfare
legislation yet enacted by this
or 'any other country, and pledge Trigg Folk Get Bird's
u,Ur cooperation in its more effecEye View of Murray
tive observance and enforcement.
With charity for all, with notiRecord)
(Cadiz
ce for none, we here emphaticaly record our putipose to vote for
An airtilane ride from Cadiz to
.to.man, no part,. and no meas- 'Murray and return was enjoyed
ure which is not openly against
the liquor evil. And we call on
our people and, ..friends everywhere. who know our goals and
share our hope to join us La. this
mand for
Church and
Native

to the London Tithes. 18 the following:
"A juntor. reporter on the paper, frequently reprimanded,for
relating too many small details
and warned to be brief, turned
in the following:
"'A ,shooting affair occurred
last night. Sir Dwight Hopeless,
a guest at Lady Panmore'a ball.
cumplalned of feeling ill, took a Land.
drink, his hat, his.departure, no
Second -Since God is no renotice of his friends, a taxi, a Spector of persons, but "gave his
pistol from his pocket, and finally only begotten Son" to die for all
his life. Nide chap. Regrets and people regardiess of race or colall that.'"—N E A Bulletin.
or, it beho.04es us as his follow:trk to vOoPerate with is-elides.
100 Oldham .ind petsons endeavoring to deApproximately
county farmers sowed alfalfa this velop a better understanding bespring. ,Marl was used on the -weeap,a.he white 4114 eobrred raree
!and in malty instances:
'dying- side by side in the sunlitanti, and in every way possible
to give the less priviliged race
.mportimity for the biggest develtpment of which it is capable.
We emphatically go on record
as opposed to mob_ violence and
;he mob spirit as un-Christian,
un-Ateerican, and contrary to the
principles of Jesus
Christ and
'here set forth in the.. Constitonk of the United States anti
icy.
tilo
lit States of Tennessee and Ken-

MAN
Should 1

Enjoy your 2-day holiday without tire trouble

ion

Famous Lifetime Guaranteed Goodyear Pathfindur
4.40-21
(2%4.40)

4.50-20
(1%4.30)

540

•

6.61S

41549
(21.4.7s)

—Al Sizes Loar PriossiLs

Factory firsts!A

E. J. BEALE MOTOR COMP
Telephone 170
GUARANTEED TIRE

Murray,Ky

REPAIRING ---GOOD USED 'AIRES

il*
teteeir yom4 aratik
Don't .Rasp Your Throat
With Harsh Irritants

•

"Reach for a .
LUCKYInstead"
Nowl Pleasel•. Actually put your finger
on your AdamrirApple. Touch it—=
Adam's ..ELet.- Do you know Issuers ettually touching your larynx? This Is your
yoke box —it contains your vocal chords.
When you consider your Adam's Apple,
_you are considering your throat•ii-yOtir
-- vocal chords. Don't rasp your throat with
harsh irritcmts —Reiich for a LUCKY Instead
Remember, LUCKY STRIKE is the only
cigarette in America that through Its exclusive "TOASTING" process expels certain harsh irritants present In all raw tobaccos. These expelled irritants are sold
to manufacturers of chemical compounds.They are not present in your LUCKY
STRIKE, and so we say "Consider your
-Adam's Apple."

B. Gibson, Fort
Farm Ala.

•A•

"THE OLD RELIABLE"'

••••••••••

It's toasted"

kw-ot

—
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THIS
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""ingitene Erwin; Howard Pasaat, Hester
-7- Brown Declared Healthiest 4-H Clubbers
Club
Junior 4-H
Over 200
members, parents, leaders and
friends attended their first spring
raUy day at the courthouse in
MtWray, Saturday, May 23rd.
The main event was the selection of the healthiest 4-H club
and girl from the ti5e members of the county. Each of the
eight commenity clubs sent an

Fint--in tie dough. Then in
tie oven. You can be NM
cf perfect baking: in using—

e:BAKING
KNOPOWDER
SAME PRICE
FOP OVErt40 YEARS

25 ounces for 25c
isaittiONSOi POUNDS USED
• R
T
Y

THIE LIIIDGER

Kirksey Kinkle‘

11 hi very cool .e.t. •thee seation
entrant to this county contest. of the year since the fine rain
were that fell last Thursday night and
girls
and
boys
Thelma
examined by Dr. P. A. Hart, Dr. then we had several cool nights.
Nail. and Dr. 0. B. Irvan. The Corn has turned yellow and is
winners were given five dollars not doing well, it seems to be
Keys-Houston on a standstill.
by the
in gold
There is a large tobacco crop
clinic.
-this neighborhood. In the Orli Contest, Imogene vet in sickness not deaths to reErwin of the Smotherman club
was first, Tennie Rogers of the po;t
Dallis Lawrence sprained his
Lynn Grove club second, ancta few days ago wrestling,
Hope Alice Parker of the Outland ankle
better at this writing.
is
but
entered
girls
Other
third.
club
Mr Lurwin Swift and wife,
were Willie Mae Cunningham of
rejoicing over the
Gunter's Flat: laturelle Shelton. laila-,swift, are
new girl at, their
a
of New Concord; Rilda Jones, of arrival of
days ago.
Faxon; Ruby Bury, of Pleasant home a few
Mrs. HOU tas Boyd spent the
Valley: and Mildred Wrather. of
week-end with her Aister. Mrs.
South Howard.
Eunice Luther of neat Vleingo.
In the boys contest, Howard She ret u rned home Sunday.
aschal of the 1.ynn Grove and
Bro. Smith filled his regular
H ter Hugh Brown of Smother- appoitirment at Mt. Cannel the
Roberts
man ied for first. Lubie
. _
4th Sunday.
of I'l sant Valley was second.
The Southern Harmony SingConNew
of
Blalock
Pa
:and
inc was well attended at Benton
boys Sunday. from tills section. The
AV a;Z-N third. Other
cord
entered weria\Ewing Cahoon. of people that at
report a
outland.' and Nkii MS Guerin of nice time
and a large crowd
Eatx-ont,
present.
Each community club had a
The cotta.... prayer meetings of
irograni- this section is well attended. The
part in the atts-rnn
ahich consisted of reahtfa.s.lIays next prayer set vice will he at
and songs. The girls hng prac- Chas. Watsons next Wednesday
demonstration
teani*,
‘ of night.
tice
May the good work go
Graves County. under the dirssr- on.
tion of Miss Florence Cobb. gave.
Mr. Claud Luther and family
• demonstration on "The shoes spent Sunday with Mac Boyd and
that 4-H club girls should wear.- tardily
They live near Wingo.
Mr. G. J. McKenney of the
}tee, Ven
Rook filled
his
State Club department at Lex- regular
appointment at Locust
ington. made a talk on "What Grove churich Sunday and Sunday
4-H Club Work Means-.
The Melo.
South Howard club won the atRead 2 Ttitsts.
2:3-4-5 also,
tendance record with the greatest
Dan 11:36-37, and Rev. 13.
members.
per
cent
of their
Success to the
parents, and leaders present.
, -74..Ihtsa-Estlefi/

TIMIS, MURRAY. /1311141TUCKY

HOMEMAKERS TO
MEET HERE ENE2

,
50 Per Cent of Lynn Grove Class of 193/ 1st Christian _Chutch•
Graduated With Honor,Setting a Record Average attestianoe in Sunday
progressing

PATRONIZE YOUR DEALER
There's no ice cream so good and tasty and rich
MURRAY ICE CREAM, made right here at
home by local folks.
And none is made of purer ingredients or in a
more sanitary plant. OUR PLANT MEETS EVERY REQUIREMENT
Keep your dollars at home, patronize home folks
and have the best—
as

Demand Murray Ice Cream

Murray

Cream

Co.

TELEPHONE
MRS. R. L KEENEY, Owner

East Main Street

• -re.

Faxon 4-11 club Is

tine under the chid} leaders); Mes, - —
A1010110 only they claim of '23
and Mn. Con
Desserre Hale

gu•hool this moult laaa-beea
We are anxious to keep it above
two hundred. Men's class- showEvader Varies
'The matter of when evening be- ing steady increase. Suitable
gins depends entirely upon the re- deems and a hearty welcome for
gion In which one Is, and the use- all,
Pastor will return' from Richthat the people OT- that region
make of the word. According to mond, Va., Saturday and preach
dictionary dellnitlen. erenurr. In a Morning mud night nest Sutiday.
ALWAYS' WELCOME"
strict sense, is front sunset until
B. Motley, Pastor
dark. Also, It may be described as,
the period during which the light la
diffused by the reflections of the
sun's rays from the atmosphere
after sunset—from sunset to dark
CALVES, COWS, HOGS,'
As generally understOod,
night.
-LAMBS, Etc.
•
evening means nrovnd five o'clock,
and continue/4 In some region', unPay
Wit
Market
Will
Price
others
nine,
when
til seven, and in
For Stuff Delivered
night Bets In. English afternoon
tea Is Invariably taken at live
ANY DAY
o'clock, from which practice the
French have introduced Into their
Truck
to St. Louis
language the expression “un five
TireoTitann
Runs
a
thedeelmates
vecainele"
Wool- .
meal taken at that time, which
contests of tea. toast and pastry.—
Literary Digest.

Dr.
little

•

WANTED TO BUY

SHROAT BROS.

There is a new ice cream
.... certainly not just another ice cream.
k is called Swift's lee Cream. Perhaps you
Lev* tried it. II yea lien, you are elekghted by a new mnootliness ....•new

Harris Grove

Difficuk to say just which
words describe such deiciousness as tint
• Swift & Company • a a

iemethiett

an.

SWIFT'S ICE CREAM
A

new richness

666

Travel By Train for.

aama

ONE CENT A --MILE
JUNE - JULY

_7( Put7711S

TH

Faxon 4TH Club

Boost for John Mac

Take Home a Carton
of -Murray Ice Cream

.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 23,'1931,

Guerin.
It seems as if nearly and '24, the first two to finish
Final Leaders Training School all the members are very much from Lynn Grove. are smaller In
Leeson Will Be In Court
Interested In the work.
-a-number titan the class of 1931,
Hoene, 10 a. us.
Last Thursday afternoon Mrs. this year'a class has won- for
Hale gave the 4-H club mem- itself unusual distinction in the
Tuesday, June 2, Miss Florence bers a little party. The mem- fact that fifty per cent of the
Imlay, catenates - *neckline in bers present were, Pauline Welts, class- were graduated with hennas.
foods and nutrition_ will be in Frances Holland, Burns Geurin,
Six of the twelve seniors in
Murray to conduct the last lead- Ralph Goodwin, Lois Goodwin, the class of
1931 made an averers' training school of the genets, Lorene Welts, Ruth Barnett, Hil- age for their entire high
school
on the subject ."Keeping
the da ROW OrpIlk Bretton, Edna work of 90 or more. Three of
Family Pit". The meeting will Mae Tun-,Den Falwell, Rubene this number were graduated
with
be held at the court-house start- Roberts, and Mr. Dentis
Mc- high. distinction by making an
ing promptly at .10 A. M. -Special Daniel. Games were played and average above :95.
These stuproblems of diet such as ape:ilia, prizes given for the winners of dents in the order of their rankpellegra. rickets, will be studied. each game. At 4:30 p. m. sand- ing are:
All
leader's are urged
to be wiches and
fruit punch
were
Mildred Swann, daughter of
present.
served. Every one who attended
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann; Hoyt
the party reported a nice time
Jones,
son of Mr. and kirk CharTh,e District Canip for Home- and we are indeed gla4 to have
lie Jones; Elsie Rogers, daughter
maker's Clubs will be held at such a splendid leader.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers;
Lynn Grove July ti to 10. CalloOn the following Saturday, all
way County Home-Makerts' Associ- the clubs front the county niet at Romer Miller. son of. _Mr.. and
ation will he the host
county Murray for their spring rally Mrs. Grover Miller; Louise Keland they are plameng to make day. Each club represented gave ley,_...daughter of Charlie Kelley;
this year's camp a sucCess. Rep- a short program. It was very and W. C. Hutchens, non of Mr.
A
resentatives from all the county interesting to see the other 4-H and Mrs. John Hutchins.
seventh person, Harold Douglass.
clubs are planning to attend. •
clubs of the county but we don't son of Mr.
apil
Mrs.
E.
E.
Doug-- -feel like they are as Important
Coldwater Rome-Maker's Club as our club. The program given leas, was only about one per cent
below 90.
wilt have Si) ice cream supper on by Faxon club was a
short play,
For the school year 1930-31,
Saturday night, May 30.
Pro- "Wanted a Husband", It conrecords
show that fourteen stuceeds are to be nosed to help 'fin- sisted of only four
characters dents are on the honor roll with
ish the club house which is under they were, Miss.
James( the one averages of all A's and B's.
They
construction
on
t he
school who wanted and foUnd a
grounds.
The log
walls have hand ), Ruth Barnett; Mr. Cook are:
Seventh grade; Kathleen Caldbeen raised and are now laying Burns Geurin;
Deacon Dudley well, Herman
Cochran, Nellie
04 rough floor and working on James It, Donelson;
The "Tom- Ruth Jones, and laabell Stevens.
window and door frames.
boy", Hilda Ross.
Eighth grade; Charlotte JorThe play was carried out with dan, Mart Frances
Lockhart.
Faxon
Junior Club members, great success.
rrd
oFre
. shman; Charlie Arnett.
taking clothing unit 1 have comOur next club meeting will be
Sophomores;
Desmond
Sumpleted their towels, holders, caps. Wednesday
afternoon, May 27. tners, Opal Miller, and
()rents
and aprons. At their next meet- Every club
ins
-tuber is invjtesi
ing they will begin work on the an d epected
x
to be present. Try
Junior; Pars Lee Morris.
construction of a wash dress.
to brine a new member with you,
Senior; ' Elsie Rogers, Hoyt
we want to carry our club over Jones, and
Mildred Swann.
with a bang! and that calls for
The following have averages
willing and working ms-tubers,
for the year with all A's and 8'
Wel! who are.
except one C:
Well who are.
Freshmen; Clara Nell Rogers
The thing that is on my mind
Fine weather with nights cool
Well who are We?'
•
Obena Erwin.
al., most juat now is some mamfor the time of year.
Well we are, well we are
Sophomores; Velma Cochran,
Cut worms and potato bugs moths, cghbage -grown by C. S.
Faxon 4-H . Club, cari't you R. L.
Cooper, Corinne Erwin.
are doing considerable damage. Beatnik The leaver measure 27
plainly see 'E. ? e! ?---Club
Junior; Robbie Lee Jones,
Mr. Johnnie Ramsey Is tatting inches !hog and the. heads are Editor, Ruth Barnett.
Seniors, W. C. Hutchins. and
aboat .21, acres of corn, 1 of to- real nice: 'Idurrah for aanan that
Harold Douglass.
•
bacco; has h acres of wheat; can beat the'ssat worms.
Probably
some names
has pastured his rye and intends
that
Most of the neighbors went to
should have been 'Included in the
to sow the ground in soybeans see the air plane'cits Stimito
list
(Ma)
of
field
7%
t•WY)
honor
Herald)
students
were overand sudan grass. He also has two afternoon, but the
ay Bee did
Among
our
contributors to 'ooked. because the writer had
large gardens and truck patches not go.
the
not
rie.
p
s
Bruce
Fund
are
portunity
Mr.
to
re
Suits
-check
has
Mr. Willie
the
finished
Mr Meek,s. of
tic Bat- otid Mrs, John Mac Ms
-loan, of records,
carpentering for Mr Dug Jones tle Ground, was a near
week-end -akiest Frankfort. John Mar is one of
Isabell Stevens was declared
and is making a library table for in the home of T. K.
MurdockN, the bestaipown ,new.spaper men in calanipion speller of
the seventh
Miss Pearl Jones
Mrs. Ella Kelso visited her\Kentucky, and one of the .most grade. .In the eighth grade CharMr. Tom Jones went to Benton
ehkertaining
brother.
broth
T.
G.
Rogers
!otte
of
editorial
Murra
y
paragraph
Jordan
and Rudolph Howard
last Wednesday and attended to
me'd- we ever kept up with. Mr. tied for first place.
a few days last week. .
some business.
Mrs.
Etta
in
now
Boyd
is
very
euperintendent
tow
at
of
Mrs. Sena Jones went to Harthe Stat Printing.
din Sunday to see het father, Mr. this writing.
At least. 75 Letcher county far.Edd Marton and wife
Polk Jonee. who is very Ill.
mers will grow sorghum cane this
relatives
In
Puryear,
NOEItiCKM ENT
Mr. Seaton Redden is still in visited
year. Gardens in the county will
the Mason Memorial Hospital but Tenn., Sunday.
Mr. .and Mrs. Bill Tress went
Eld. J.- M. Darhedl will preach average two or three times the
is better.
usual size.
It.,..4.‘„
Saturday
Rev. Claud
Smith. Baptist to see the new bridge thgt is at Soldier Creek clot/%
-May 30
nienister, of Murray, was through under construction at Eggner's and Sunday at 11 a
Make Your Own
and 31. A welcome is
tended
this vicinity last week selling Ill- Ferry.
Mrs. 4Clayton Armstrong arid to all who desire to come. s
Fly Spray
bles and
various other
good
books. Distributed some of Rev Mrs. !livers are leaving for their
For a few cents any druggist
H. B. Taylor's literature. It was home in Detroit Wednesday. or
Thursday of this week.
este -supply you with three minces
sure fine.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Dewey Jones and
of eyron extract. Pour this in a
A musical at Mr. Dug Jones'
LIQUID OR TABLETS
,
l; and add enough keroSaturday night was largely at- wife of near Dawson Springs, Ileliesu',. a Headache (Sr Neuralgia roint beilpt
visited
relatises
In
sen
e ( c I oil) to fill it. Spray
the
neighbortended. .Violin *music by Mr.
In 30 minutes, cheeks • Cold the
hood
Saturday
night.
It
when
reedy to use. you will
Willie Sims, second on guitar by
first day, and checke Malaria in
The high wind and the sun
be_eurprised 4,e see how quick it
Mr. Leon Byars.
three days.
kmh 'o yet is ht\non-poisonous.-—Mrs. Toy Jones will begin her fixed my tobacco to where it Is 666 Salve
for Baby's Cold Advertisement. '
school at Palestine July 6 if the all In the past. Just send another
rain
and
then
what! A sore
school building is ready at that
back. Busy B...
RAY LINN
time.
Funeral' Director and Embalmer
Mn. Monica
Chadwick, of
Alfalfa
withstood
the
,drouth
Murray National hotel came home'
Ambulance Service
last Saturday to visit her moth- and promises to make a good hay
Lady Assistant
er, Mrs. Mat Chadwick, and chil- crop in Meade county, One farmDay Phone 104; Night 25-J
dren. Miss Eudell and • Edwin er thinks he will rut a ton and a
at N1OHGAN & HEATH
half to the acre the first cutting.
;_Chadrietek- _
_BENTON
Mrs. Nannie Stringer and Mrs.
Mollie Starks had new potatoes
' for dinner Sunday.
Mite' Treva Byars, daughter of
: Mr. Hardin liyars, was married
to a Mr. Voting on Saturday,
t May 23.
Mr. Toy Jones and wife took in
the biz singing at Benton Sunday.
Coach Tickets will he on sale at this rate earls
Bead James 1:27.--Old Glory.
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday forenoon during

Brook's Chapit.

•

114 aa

Investmen

Al7GIUST

Good _for Return Trip Until Midnight the Foilaterrig Tuesday
Territory: Between all points on -the N.C.& St.L.Ry.
within a distance o(500

To ,t1I Points ire the Southeaust
hteluallug St. t.,,,,1.'M,,.,
ruu
1rul.„ Cinshanatl. 0., •rtell 'Washington.
1).
,k.o. gintpri in both alenping ears arid nomIsm
Will anal km mid Aicats otaaarataiaimately
TWO CENTS A MILE
tatteh Friday, Saturday. and Sun&.1
mitU ci.twitta.21
.1"LSmoot fur eh,mturra smut midnight ooI the follarating
Temsday,
For Detail.; Consult

Your Loco! Agent

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St Louis Ry.
Travel By Trate • r_aerseselle,1 •Sage•Cearlertahlle

GOING . . , going . . but not quite
gone ... the shockingly law building
prices that have made it an extravagance NOT to modernize your home.
So there's no time for delay. If ever
you intend to bring your home beautifully up to date, do it NOW.
/IP

O

F course yoe
are watching
you? budget these
days. Everyone is '
But don't forget that dollars invested in a General
Electric Refrigeryee do double duty. For not only
does a General EA yric bring you dependable, automatic refrigeration, hut it actually cuts household
expenses—helps 7. ou save money everrday.
You %sill find that less food will go finher— costly
waste will he redut.ed. Leftovers, usually thrown
'away, can he kept safely and made into appetizing
dishes you will he proud to serve. You will have
shorter food bills and longer menus.
.
,Iill'hy not make this mosey satin investment today*:.Just step into our display room. See the latest Gene
era! Electric Refrigerator with the Monitor Top and
a 3 year guarantte Have one delivered to your home
...-then watch %livings mcittnt and expenses droop.

Any Model.
GENERAL ELECTRIC

You'll be surprised for instance, to
find out how -little it s coats for Calloway Lumber Company to give your
living room a modern air, to transform your attic or build n that extra
bathroom you need, or add a sun parlor or spruce up the interior of your
home with a new porch.

Privilege Taxes
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ALL STEEL REFitliGiltaiCiii

Occupation Taxes

SAVE ON YOUR WALL PAPER
We're Quitting That'Line and Closing Out Our Stock

City Car License

You can save some real money here. Many of the patterns are
new spring 1931. It will pay you to see us before you buy your
wall paper.

Dog License

DOWN

Associated Gas 1.3tid
•••••-•C

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company

WERE DUE MAY 15
PROMPT ATTENTION TO THIS
WILL SAVE COST

SUBMIT PLANS Aft
WE'RE ALWAYS GLAD TO GIVE ESTIMATES
1 SUGGESTIONS ON ANY KIND OF BUILDING OR REPAIRING WITHOUT
OBLIGATION,'OF COURSE!
C. L.-Strarborough, President

iV,skiarit

By Order
. of City Council
- of

CITY OF MURRAY
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•
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Int on-vented

TELEPHONE 72

THIRD & WALNUT STREETS

Murray, Kentucky
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TilgaStAlr,ADVCRNOON 11A?IN 1931.
Provideese,
hays for a few
Jelin Clark Who. Meet minim'
dare bees visiting relatives *Ad Weeks at a Paducah hospital
Mends. They- -spent 8un4gy4ffriar a're
home. Relit:twee and Meade
Dr. and Mrs." tints Ellis and Dr.- tills' boyhood home with his also be Is able to be borne but
of
Saitiellise.
4daughter
and
ether
other relative,. ' sorry he has loot most of the
111 11!
vision ef age eye.
- At the 4-H Club rally day last
Saturday at Murray when the
-.county health teat was given for
tee isealtebiest. boy-and glr.1
Lowey county 441 club member*.
Was Imogene Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. =Tont- Erwin.- "who
scored 93 points, was awarded
the blue ribbon and $6 in gold.
Heater Hugh Brown, son of Mr.
.•
and Mrs. Lobe EiroWn, of this
vicinity, and Howard Paschall, of
pleased'to announce to my Mende that I
Lynn Grove, each soared 97.9
have taken the agency for the
, points, hence it being a tie, each
Hester
received equal honors.
Hugh Brown and Miss Erwin are
of
the Suoday sOhOol
.ensembers
'and church of South Pleasant
Grove.
- Miss fitekr;-of-Brueettetr
ie this week a gueet of her aunt,
lei
Mrs. Leslie Ellis and family.
Max Itlaace,. of Parts., ant Mr.
I WilI appreciate an opportunity to.serve you and
Taylor of Bruceton, were visitors
assure you that you will receive the most courteous
in this community Saturday night
and prompt attention in every respect.
and Sunday and attended the Epworth ,League here Sunday evtire
doping,
greasing,
oil
rechanging,
do
We
ening. Bro. R. H. Pigue ga
pairing. etc.
„a good talk to the Sunday school
Many of Ibis community listened to the fine radio program
Sunday afternoon from Union
City, put on by Hazel talent.
This church is only a few miles
northwest of Huel and two
young song of Mr. and Mrs. Galon
Myers of this vicinity, too,-turnIshad some flee musical selections, io this radio program.
At the recent district confer-ence our Sunday school superintendent wao elected as a lay delegate to attend _the annual Itemphis conference, which convenes
at Memphis next November.
Odell Phillips, son or Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Phillips, of Crossland,
who for some tittle has been in
door health was removed to the
Mr.Bradt moss
Wm. Mason Memorial hospital
ITU imon *ninny and
:eat Sathrday_ ter'improvement
was !poi**. Mies to*
of his health.
tra.• wawa and kgMrs. Wells, who Spent some
...--"few days with her sick daughter.
linear din the in it
Mrs. Bruce Overby, east of Murilawnts.*
ray, has returned to her home
near Gunters
Mrs. Joe Brandon went Monday
to help care for her sister, Mrs.
Bruce Overby, a few days.

above.
showliable
* for
Richreach

1E"
tor
memo

LJY

Grive

S.PI

enday
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CITIES SERVICE STATION

sip

AiNDIKAIN STREETS

ea-

Cities Service Station
Sixth and Main

Look at Your Floors
-EA the rugs back! Are you proud of your floors?
Haana'a floor "Makes will make them just like
new: Hanna's Perfect Floor Enamel, made in eight
beautifal colors. gives a long-wearing surface in
the color of your choice. Hanna's Lustro-Finish.
made in clear and wood shades, gives the beauty
of natural wood, a lasting, mar-proof finish. We
unhesitatingly recommend both of these Hannah
products to our neighbors and friends.

•

M1.

QUAUTY PAINTG &FINISHES
Theres
on• for
SW" par,...

Oid-Peassriptha Tisk

to_maischtwasna anit-tba
doe to snake Ides talk; Is WSW*
way tbe trefitaseet was Dot illogkel
—end magodles sotchvices_lifiebpiRthiet to the Whiteeman's etife.6
far "big juln."
• It Is water that makes the emmove and the ,rorose erldak
makes -the gramophone talt—the
only flaw in the argument Is that
the patient was neither a phonograph nor a locometive. Howeffilr.
he recovered the use of his limbs
and tongue—so simple faith Mid
have once more proved its superiority to that nasty, ignow-ati Spirit, by
011

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
- - - Incorporated Murray, Ky.

Phone 262

_
..

the

St. Peter Held Founder
of Westminster Abbey
two fishermen,..one so humble
that not even his name is known,
the other, the greatest at an: St.Peter himself, are responsible for
the building of Westminster ahhey,„
according to legend.
One tradithin sap that the saint
founded the original church on the
island-Of Thorney, for the site was
on an island forated by an arm of
the river, but the popular version
le that the are consecrated building was erected by Sehert, who
founded the orienal St. Paul's cathedral.
The night before the church was
dedicated a'poor fisherman was at
work on the Surrey side of the river,
when St. Peter suddenly appeared.
He persuaded the fisherman to ten7
him mer the Thames and consecrated the building, while a heavenly choir sang sweet music. .
The belief in this supernatural
appearance was so strong that it
inspired Edward the Confessor to
begin the handing standing tbday.

Great .lepeasse Port
Hiroshima, a city and seaport of
'Seat for Hearing
Japan. capital of the central NipThe usual test ter determining ponese government bearing its
the question of how well a person name, is ideally situated on a small
can hear is the ordinary speaking Oath surrounded by hills, the-'bay voice test,.given at a tilstanee` Of being studded with islands.20 feet; and the whispering voice to Osaka, from which It is 190 miles
test given at a distance of 10 feet. by mil, and Moo. it Is the most
that, the Important commercial center in the
These tests are given.
examiner can determine the ability inland sea. Riots an area of about
of The 'person re- -repeat-d000 square mites sod * popelatioe
which he has given at 20 feet and of 1,500,000,
whispered at 10 feet. The tests
It is famous through Japan for
mentioned are niereiy average Its proximity to the "Itako-Ehlriza."
tests, and ear specialists employ or "Island of Light," which Is dedimore accurate methods,
cated to the goddess Beath and is
regarded as one of the three wonders of Japan. The chief temple
Undo/ironed-Church
dates from the year MY and the
The picturesque crowd, the vs- Island, which is largely inhabited
,riety if costumes and the scene ID by priests and their attendants, is
the open market place at Serajevo. visited annually by thousands of
on market day baffles description. pilgrims. The soil is never tilled,
One of the quaintest In all Jugo- so that all provisions have to be
slavia is the little Servlin church brought from surrounding districts.
in Serajevo built in the Sixteenth
century after the Turks had overrun the country. It was sunk be'Inca Civilization
low the level of the street scr it ' There are few more colorful
r..4 would not he visible from stories In history than that of the
without and hidden behind a Wilh Inca civilization, with all its
wall to avoid suppression by the strengths and shortcomings, which
Mohammedans_
was wiped out by the Spanish cote
querors. Writers have placed upon
a glamor which It did not deIt
Ads.
Heed The ('Iollege News
serve and on the other hand have
failed to recognize the truly substantial contributions made by these
peaceful, intelligent mountain InIn
dians to human progress.
some respects they were far hehind the white men who ruthlessly
murdered them. In some respects
they were far ahead. Unfortunately
they left no written records. Everything to be learned. about them
must be Ibarned with ax, spade and
pick.

r

Of
OUR PATRONS:
The Ledger & Times is very grateful for your business. It wants to show its appreciation by giving the very
best of work. To give you the best work possible, we request your co-operation and call your attention to the following facts:

Late Copy

1—Good position.
2—No errore..._
3—Time for correction.
4—Good typography.
5—Prompt delivery to reader.
- 6—Fair to mechanical etaff,
Adireulientenni---11-'negitanial-•
•-

-9—Overhead normal.
10-111ustrations correct.

1—Risk of poor position.
2—Risk of typographical errors.
3—No opportunity for correction.
4—Risk of poor typography.
5—Risk of late delivery.
6—Unfair physical strain.
a—Advertiaement hurriedly
— .
31-oltuseionc._
conee•of rite Ii ilse;'
10--Risk of incorrect illusantiont

1.11•IND.11.0•1•11•1•••••••••••••1111+11111•••••11.......••••••••••11,...11,........ Armor

AMI.

itcene IED
AM IN 50 YDS

It Sounded About Right
A story Conan Doyle used to love
to tell. for It was against himself—
he was that kind of a man—had to
do with a lecture he was about to
deliver on one of his tours over
here. At the last minute the man
who was to have introduced him
was unable to be present, and another local worthy was hurrieUly
pressed into service. He did right
nobly until the critical moment arrived. Then hetaltered,pulled himself together, and proceeded:
"And now. ladies and gentlemen,
It is my great pleasure and privilege to introduce to you Canon
Doyle, the eminent divine."—KanSea City Stir.

??111111ffil
.
11911111111

Early Copy

treatment was'based.

woitid like to knew that
.
witch-doctors recipe for deaftess.
Probably he gives Als Wiest' 11
strong infusion of the telephone dlrectory—Manchester fillng.) Guardia..

WILL YOU HELP
US TRY TO
HELP YOU- ---

,
tag 1$ cents a pound carries a Barnett and Pat Gilbert.
Several from here wentto Rena
protective tariff of 34 cents a
to
Big
ton
the
tai
Singing
the
Sunday
ad 'allows very cleorly
lid aoiii-witfir'til Murray to
a fifth tariff on
lacy
like agricultural products. The the airplazte.
tariff on wool could be raised to
Mr. arid Mn. Paul Kemp *pant
5.10.04/ ii,-poitad and while serv- Saturday night with Mr. and hire.
ing as an embargo, still would Oscar Kemp of Tobacim.
DOI mean proeperity for the
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan CunAmerican wool growers..
ningham
and Mlle
daughter
-thing is- true --of -Wont -SnturtiAlt - WSW.- Ilia. Air.
and
Mts. 1,4orerne Graham.
and- of tobacco and it has
American Society to-Celebrate cotton
Mrs. Aline Lampkin, Mrs. Ida
been proved by the workings of
and Nrs. Ruby Lampkin
Dodd
Its Birth Year With *sties- the Ornate tariff Cad 9thax high
cited visited Mrs. Gues.M Oroulit Montariff 'ail that wh
wide Observance
by the Woodford county farmer, day afternoon.
Mrs. Part Graham, hire. Sallie
can not_ be kept up by high -tarStroud, and Mrs. , Elsie Graham
Tornadoes, floods, forest Ire, sad iff.
•
were Saturday afternoon callers
other calamities-And upheavals of
Erify 'time the farmer has
Ware hare . visited the United complained -he has been promised on Mn. Cordie Whitlow.- -Robin
Breast,
Red
States more than one thousand a raise In rates.- It will be retimes in the list half century.
when
that
the
membered
GrtuudY
All of these were of severe inten- tariff was passed advocates of this Flattering Words Woe
to
gave percentages
sity, causing lose of life and great measure
Clerk Salary Increase
property damage. Minor catas- show how much had been doe.
Andre Geraud, "Pertlunx" of the
trophes ware,not counted hi-lbia flit for the farmer. The farmer's Paris Mee WM- -.1--a dinner-.in
of disasters, which has been IMO- benefits. however, mite neat-1Y New York:
public by the ',met-teas Red Gress, all on paper.
'Perhaps' have been too candid
contiectiou with the pelelmitioa
In my criticism of the Anierkea
policy. Flattery is pleasanter than
this year of its ifliells birthday.
candor. Do you know the banker
It was on the eVordng of May 21.
Story?
113111. in the modest home of Mies
"A 'banker was stone deaf. A
Clara Barton la WashilaillOu. a C..
At this writing every one Is clerk came to him one day to ask
that the Auericaa Association of still busy setting tobacco.
for a raise.
the Red Cross was first formed. Be
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Hobbs of
"'I'm very glad. sir,' the clerk
fore the year was out. and before. Paducah inient Saturday night began. 'to see that your deafness
-indeed the United Stettin Govern- with Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hale.
has disappeared.'
Misses
Mary
Belcher
and
ment had officially moved to ap'
"What?" said the banker, with
Jones spent
Thursday his ,bcnd to his ear.
prove the Treaty of Geneva, addles Gracie
"The clerk repeated his werds in
this nation to the company of thirty- night with Miss Ruhene Graham.
_ When they befall your
Mr. Chester Chambers of Can- a louder voice.
two others adhering to the treaty
Larne. Ill., arrived Saturday to
"'What?'
to protect the wounded-1a warfare. visit his parents.
fine summer frock or ,saiit
--The clerk roared the wed--etMiss Barton had planned the small
Mr. Will Belaieer Won the Nick at the
of his lungs, but the they seem calamities imbl
society into a disaster relief task.
list
banker smiled and shook his head
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Perry .are and pushed forward a tablet with a
First Red gross linft
you entrust tbeir removal to
This was In the north woods of the proud parents of a baby boy pencil attached to it.
"'I'm very
. the clerk Us.
Michigan, where forest fires swept born May 22. He hasn't been
wrote, 'that your deathless has Mathe beefestead farms of pioneering named.
Miss Lorine and Novella Crouse appeared.'
families. Miss Barton, as.Prsaidtrat
TuesCrouse
spent
"'Thank you, It has' the presiJesse
Mr.
and
We remove spots and
of the Red Cross, had organized a day with Miss Delia Cook near dent said graciously after lie had
York,
New
branch in Dansville,
read the words on the tablet. grime
Penny.
with thoroughness
where she was solournIng. This
The young folks of-. this com- 'Now, young roan, what can I do
little group immediately raised munity
Mies for you?'"
made candy at
and with no impairment.
Three minutes later the clerk
money, food, clothing and other Gracie Jones' Saturday night.
walked
out
Ws
with
salary doubled.
supplies and sent them to the for- Those present were, Misses Megest fire slalom. In Rochester and Ilene Wrather, Arneta Rayburn, -.Springfield Union.
Mary
Belcher,
Rubene
Graham
Syracuse, New York, nearby, word
goosed of this charitable enterprise, and Gracie J01404. Mes,sera Ryan
Read The College NPWS Ads.
Belcher, Conn
and Red Cross auxiliaries were or- Graham, James
ganised there to help. So began the
ohdisaster relief work of the Red
Cross fifty years ago. Ir the intervening years, mihions of men.
women and children ha a been aid- ad Thousands of homes have been
restored. Thousands of persons.
overwhelmed by floods, tornadoes,
'and Ores until alt they .possessed,
had been wiped away, have been rehabilitated and prosperity and hap
Pintos smiled upon them once more.
This year has been dedicatedly
the Red Cross and its chapters in
t
3,500 communities to commemoraa
tion of the events which led to the
birth of the society in the United
,
States.
President Hoover Speaks
• celebration ot the anniver-

41111.11111111111111111111111111116

iliteser ;5f5,, easterenci ems
amosg the witch-doctorl of ltihtee.
to Judge bY the story told by a We+
aleaary-as Airtime shout Vie'
five who was treated with powdered
gramaphoeit record mixed with water from- locomotive'the =One-

'

Brute Maddox

alms

ItUBRAY,S.124TUCKY _
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Macedonian Indssetries
The United - States' chief import
from—Ore-ow Is, strange to say,
TurkIkli tobaCCe. Small-leaf tobacco of the Near East was raised
in Macedonia when that region was
still Turkish, but the production
has been greatly increased with the
coming of Armenian refugees. These
newcomers, many of whom were settled in Maeedonla, knew all about
raising tobacco, so their efforts have
made Kavala a famous tobacco
port. Refugees have also introduced
the silk-raising industry, as well as
rug weaving and rigarette making.

Spring Creek News

1931
1871
Sun Life Assurance
of Canada
_

OUTSTANDING POINTS OF SUPERIORITY OVER OTHER COMPANIES

Spots
Little
Spots

B

Wise Home Folks
Send Their
Cleaning
to

THE MODEL
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I—Largest Surplus per $1000.00.
sary WRS inaugurated ID Washing
ton at a dinner, attended by many'
2--Largest DiNndends per $1000.00—means lowdistinguished men and women, at
est cost.
which Chief Justice Charles EVRell
Hughes presided, and President
3—Pays highest interest rate (5 1-2 ,per cent) on
Hoover, who is the-president of the
funds left on deposit.
American Red Cross, was the chief
speaker. Judge Max Huber "of
4—The Special Maturity Dividend of from $100.00
Geneva, Switzerland, the president
to $150.00 per $1000.00, In addition to their
of the International Committee of
Large Annual Dividend.
the Red Cross, In which fifty-seven
nations are Joined in a Red Cross
brotherhood, also was a speaker, as
were Chairman John Barton Payne
of the American Red Cross, and
Miss Mabel T. Boardman, secretary,
and vetei-an leader of the society.
The Red Cross standard, which
lies all arotind''tbe world where
mercy Is needed, was first Intro
filmed as an ideal In our modern
civilization in Genes* In 1864, when
the International Red Cross convention, afterwkrd to be known as the
Treaty of Geneva, was signed by
twelve countries agreeing that OD
the battlefield the wounded should
be given aid by doctors, nurses and
others, who should wear the sign of
the Red Cross, and be treated as
TELEPHONE 159
neutrels in the warfare.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
Two Americans attended this first
°pavan-Men, the American Minister
George U. Fogg. and Charles B. P.
Bowles, representative in Europe'
of the United States Sanitary Commission, a volunteer organisation of
sympathisers-with the North in our
Civil War. Feet, they gave reiulted
In adoption -of some of the Amer...
!can ideas.
Returning to the United States,
Fogg and Bowles sought recogni.
dos of the Geneva Treaty, but the
Grant administration took no inter084-Under Hayes. the same lethargy
was encountered_ Other civilians
who bacilli* interested wee Lost
Editor
'I% Or Turner -heart.
• Clara Barton Founder
But there had emerged from the
Civil War period a 'middle-aged
woman who bad seen much **nice
on the battled-Al around Washington. This was Velars Barton. Ill
health caused her to snake a trip to
EuroPe in 1369. There she became
Interested in the Red Cross idea.
and joined a unit which saw service
In the Franco-Prussian war. Upon
her return home. she launched an
active campaign tor the treaty, but
met the same opposition as her
predecessors. However. President
Garfield, when be came Into office.
recognized the merits of the move
went, and when death by assassins.
lion removed htni, his successor,
President Arthur, sought approval
by the U. S. Senate of the treaty.
Thus was consummated a
leen-year fight in Mill nation fee a•
humanitarian ideal. Clara -Barton
was recognised as the society's
Itsetater see Was Its tweshisat tor you
twenty-three years Sh• dli•la 1912
at the age of 90 years.

EACH OF THE ABOVE ARE VITAL
MONEY FACTS
You Owe It to Yourself to Get the
BEST VALUES

dry cleaning refreshes and
renews your garments.
The most modern

Corner Stio

EWS

filter

manufactured guarantees a
100 per cent pure white solvent-at ell times.
NO DIRTY CLEANING
FLUID EVER
TOUCHES
YOUFt

M.D.HOLTON
Spec -Representative
Mrs. Rheda W. Oury, Assistant

system of

The MODEL
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QUICK
DELIVERY
When you're in a
we speed up our work without any sacrifice

Of

good

workmanship.

No Long- Delays

STICK TO OLD
•
FRIENDS
THEY TREAT YOU
BEST!
National Cotton Week is
sponsored all over the United States to push the sale
Where Quality Gives
DI cotton goods.
cotof
surplus
a
is
There
No Alpenstock for Her
Price a Meaning
ton and prices are very low
Mrs. NewrIch was describing her
travels to hn envious audience.
and people should take ad`And have you been In South
America?" somebody inquired.
vantage of it. You can be
"Many times," said Mrs. Newrich.
rather bored. '"In fact, I know it
well dressed this season in
from end to'end!'
cotton goods. However,
_ glen of course you went al the
Amazon r
effect on silks and if
depressing
this has had a
"No! As a matter of fact, I
dIdel," said Mrs, Newrich, "but my
prefer silks you can-buy silks at greatly rehusband went to the top. You know
WELLS PURIDOM, Manager
enre for climbIng."—
I
duced pi-ices.
Cincinnnti Christian Advocate.
ACROSS FROM THE
wool.
Remember that men's and boys' suits are
* of
Farmer and Tariff --Perhaps the explanation
POSTOFFICE
you are interested come
,the protected woolen clothing very much reduced.
(Lexington Her's Id)
imanufacturer will belike that in now and let us fit you out in a suit at great
corporations."
BIGGEST
bakery
The Woodford Sun in an edi- int' the
torial qtiottet a farmer of Wood- addea the disgusted farmer. "You savings.. Get our prices!
ford county who had recenti,y- de- know when wheat dropped from
QUICKEST
livered his wool .a few days ago $2 a bushel to 60 ,ce.nts a bushel,
Shoes are beginning to be reduced in price.
edeinetion- in the
-We mitt to- core- of the Run's
'with
rrft*444161t
"
t fte investigators Met
-UT&r wool; an'd Mete is a proshoe,:
trifling part of the
-24 was only

Amnvespows...s....m.nwWommsamft•owissar.

never ,Iht

weer), of
tective tariff on
celits a pound. Thera was newer
anything More farclal than the
tariff as a protection to the farmer. rho prices of woolen clothing are, very far from being in
proportion ,to the price paid for

NATIONAL COTTON WEEK
IS JUNE 1ST TO THE 8TH

a
cost of producing s_ loaf or bread.
I imagine the clothing manufacturers wt11 tell us that wool is'
an infinitestmal.item in a suit of
clothes."
The fact cited that wOol bring-

T.0. Turner

I 4I
Numummimm*
-

•e
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sok
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ANL and
Mrs. I. B. Brews
It this week to make their home
to Paris, Tema. Ttep
y Meads
id these toa_sood
regret
to ase this eouple move.
Mrs Lioyd Resinason and -little
soft. ad- fitnefiag Urees, and Mrs.
Bort Holzman arikli little son, of
Wing°. sliest the Steak cud here
with Kra Robinson's and Mrs.

TIM LIEDGER

•WAY IS,UM

•
lloromonfo
smotber. Maw Whet
Ilitstedou.
Ilesemia saleto Isla One ham
dreg eariedera Mug while eboy
bog. C. G. REASen 115 Lee Street
idayrielid. Ky.. successor to Kra.
Orralkash.
-111111p
Mr. and Mrs, Gaylen Carroll.
of the county, are the parents of
a son, born Wednesday.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston
will leave ,.neat week for Ling
ton r where thra will attend cottg-

CARD Or,TILUIXO=W11
tamen.—Iitrs. C. D. NOR.
frolebot append- toots I.
alias to our 'may Meads sad
WANT= SALIBMIIKW
neighbors for their Madness and man la
Roatueky to sell our
the efforts of Drs. Houston and highly refined, distilled lad filKeys. also, the nurses during the tered tractor tractor aid meter
illness and death of our dear offs to the farm trade with eredit
wife and daughter. Mitu0e Garri- accommodation to Fall of 1931
son. We appreciated the many without Dore, interest or mortLiberal commission
to
kind words Mid floral offerings. gage.
weekly advanceour salesmen with
wish to expreee
We al..°
gratitude to Bra. it. ft. Brooks. ments and tett settlement- the
Mak God's richest blessing rest on first of each month. Must have
Paint
each and every one.—Mr. Bonnie ear.— The Lennox 011"
Dept. Sales, Cleveland, Ohio.
Garrison, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Outland, and family.

manoeinent exercises at the PM-Veraily of Kentucky. Their eon,
will receive his Master's
Ileliree With honors at -the exercises. At the end of the activities, the party will make a short
motor trip through the east. Attorney John Ii an is slowly
Pure Bran . .. $1.05 recovering
at. the Mason Hospital
from an attack of illness.
Mr
Mired Bran . . . $1.15 !Owl
has been quite ill and a
blood
transfusion was necessary
Shorts
$1.25 lant week.
Certified Yellow Mam- Mrs. V.'. M. Stilton of MilWis., Is the houseguest
moth Soy Beans . ofwaukee,
her daughter, Mrs. John Burn-

THANKS—Our
OF
CARD
sweet sister. Treviti has been called "Home," leiting our hearts in
heavy sorrow. The burden has
been made easier to bear because
recomforting
messages, FOR SALE—Nice, 75 lb.
of the
floral offerings and other tokens friegerator, priced right. See J.
lte
Our B. Farris at. Ti Shop.
and love.
of friendship
hearts overflow with gratitude
SALE--Radio,
FOR
7-tube
Elecfor everyone who remembered us Aria -Cabinet set. Can he heard
adversity.
in' our
May
Cod's
any night from
7:30 to 8:00
benedictions be with you always.
o'clock.—C. Wodd,
108
East
—G. D. Johnson and family
Main street.
1 tp

WANT ADS
Rate.: 1% coots a word, minimum change, NI cents.

Mrs. Rupert Parks are
the parents of a fine son Both
mother and baby are dom.: nicely.
Mr. and

Saturday Specials
Del Monte Coffee,
pound
33c
No. 2 1-2 Del Monte
Peaches
- 19c
No. 2 1-2 Del Monte
Pineapple
25c.
No. 1 FruitSalad 22c
Del Monte Mammoth
Aspitiagus Tips-, 30c

Assured Success
1$0.411
/
4
r.

undertaking,

The National Hotel is prepared to take care of all
your social events from the largest to the smallest.
Special 11111=118$ and arrangements made upon reepeeist at most reasonable prices.
Whether you are entertaining a large group or
merely a close circle of intimate friends you will
fond every arrangement to your satisfaction.

Vi•

MURRAY NATIONAL HOTEL
C. A. HORD, Manager
PHONE 9 FOR RESERVATIONS

Lexingtol,

were Tis Murray the relatives and friends in Memphis.
of the week. .Mrs.. Edwin Warterfield. who has
Cleo Hester and Master Bobbie, been visiting his parents, Mr, nd
Hester returned with them tor a Mrs. P. F. Warterfield. left

latter

All who are interested In the
Wed- ''''Oak _Hill Parker GraYavard, near
nesday for Logan. West Virginia,
W. J. Parkers. come Saturday,
(1Ins out all .ontmer hats at where he will visit his brother, I may 30, and bring your tools and
HAZei Jean
cost.
Shoppr. up Walter. before returning to his dinner and let's do a ;zood day's
home" Detroit.
stairs. Shroat Bldg.
- work 'on the yard.—Fanny Parker
MrIe Wilbert i)itiand and little
Regular $1 linen Dresses, 75e.
'Pt
short visit.

daughter are -visiting Miss Eva —Hazel Jean Shope.
Lois Hawley In Kuttawa this
Mrs. J. T. Iiitorton. of Puryeai,
week.
Tenn., was operated on Monday
Mrs. Ben McLaughlin and little at the Keys-Houstnn hospital
for
son. Kay, of Nobleville. Ind . are appendicitis.
the- guerts of Dr. and Mrs. Chas.
E F. Wilcox was a niedical
Hire and. family.
at the Keys-Houston hos.G. B. Scott returned Tuesday "tient
pital
last week.
night from a business trip to
Nashville
Beantlftai IMM1144.T rireepres. in, igig 41 bite., I. elf
at
,Hlt
halt i.rh
/4'1 Jean Shoppe,

Wat

inpstair., hroar Bldg. •
G. A. Boston and family, formerly of
Graves county, have
moved to Wurray and are located
on West Olive. Mr. 13oston has
She agrne% for Watkins rfrrudles
'-4-ort the west aid. of the county.
Miss
L4)11r4-11e
Bourland returned Sunday from a visit us

you should have life insurance. To meet the cersvetdence of
those who realise their obligations to their loved ones, but
are unable to carry a large amount of protection, the Metropolitan Life insurance Company,-thr biggest life insurance
company in the world, offers a variety of insurance plans at
a small cost—a few cents a week:. Why not see

•

I have been appointed

-

S'iced Baron
Heinz Jelly

Talking Like
Dr. Jekyll and
acting Like Mr.Hyde?

Cam pbell's Soups ..
4 Toilet Tissue

•Ss

9c and

ROBERT SWANN

Receive calves Saturday only

H. B.-RHOUES

,.

SATURDAY SPECIALS

THE FAMOUS
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"4f les New, We Have It"
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100 pounds BRAN
100 pounds MIXED FEED
100 pounds SHORTS

silo
• • 025
$1.30'

•

Ch

25c
8c to 12c
11c

1
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fic to 12c
$4.50

She

$1.30

FREE DELWERY
TELEPHONE 12

$1.00
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They are made of Voile, batiste, lawn, print, broadcloth
and linene, and are ideal for
these warm. days.
All colors fast
"A NEW DRESS IF IT
FADES"

Al

Eig

stoo
:
l and

Tutu
that
groc
ham
are
R.
min
tern
Arm
&WA
un ic

$1•95

BUTTERMILK

Voiles!

Whether or not you are already a Buttermilk enthusiast, you have a rare treat in store for you ...
a Buttermilk of such distinctive flavor and smoothness and richness that you will be immediately captivated.

For those who prefer to make
their Own wash dresses we are
showing a
big assortment of
voiles and batistes by the yard.
The patterns are variegated, the
colors guaranteed fast, and the
quality will please you. Roy the
material and make your dress like
you want it.

Sunburst Buttermilk . . . the supreme
summertime drink ... refreshing ...cooling.

25c per yard

TELEPHONE 191

•

Murray Mercantile Co.
,r 7 ItAh'tirkti
rr
i....
,...
i.3..k.;,,._.
-

We Sal for less because we sell for cash
IT PAYS TO PAY.CASH

Kt
C
Tue
stru
schc
eom
phn

We have received another
shipment of wash dresses
and believe we are showityz
the best values ever offered ii this clask of merchanAin; They are more than
house ciresses,--as they lode:
- well enough to wear at any'
time. In fact, never before
- have the -manufacturers
been able to produce such
good looking frocks at such
a low cost.

You'll Like Our

•
--444sseeaftwnwe..4•404met-
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BROACH MILLING COMPANY

COMPANY

melt
lli

90c

ft"
..
Thc
5. pounds GREAT NORTHERN -BEAN . .. 23c
10 pounds SUGAR and 4 pounds
GOOD COFFEE for
.... $1.00

PERSONNEL.- - RAY CABLE
H AFFORD OVERBY
RED BARNES
.
•
04'.'.2.."
U.'....72414411ts
_
'West Maple Street

do:'

THE MURRAYMEAT MARKETc)

$1.50

48 poundd GOOD FLOUR
6 pounds PINTO BEANS

.a
_
,
Extra Spcial

$6.50

_
"Nmeommomminmme

THE PRICES WILL V RIGHT

Each time your child lifts a glass of SUNBURST
PASTEURIZED MILK to his lips, he is storing
100 Olive St.
—*- away health, vitality, stamina and youth that will
sustain him throughout his life. Your child wig
Murray, Ky. Phone 448
like our milk for its flavor and its richness. And
our milk is as pure as sunshine. Call 191 for tomorrow morning's delivery.

40 PER CENT MORE MATERIAL INSURES
EXTRA WEAR
NOT AFFECTED BY MOISTURE OR OIL AND "
DOES NOT GRAB OR SLIP
OUR MECHANICS ARE BRAKE SPE( lAI.I:TS

bee
ten
Dr.
Has
ter.

25e

PURE HOG LARD,50 pounds

G. A.BOSTON

the service brakes with T.HERMOID
F. M. L. 100 per cent brake lining on all four
wheels of Model A FORDS for only_

orb
.wht

LOW PRICES FOR SATURDAY

demonstrate
the
above
well known products.

1

•

METROPOUTAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPAAY,,,

-

We will reline

We feature the Griffon Tropical Worsted, with fronts that are'guaranteed not
to break down. We have regulars, stouts,
shorts, slims, in a wide selection of patterns. Also nice stock of linens, mohairs,
birch cloths, silk poplins and Palm Beach
in-suits And odd trousers.
Dobbs and Berg Straws, Arrow Shirts

Representing

MUTT9Njound

for Sat. May 30th

can

_esil

Murray, Icy.

308 South Fourth. Street

attri PERS, SAFETY RAZOR5411
AND BLADES
23c,
15c Kriss Kross Stroppers are
Inc
_ guaranteed ten years
And will strop any safety
razor blade made, except Durham Duplex
Will be &lad to call on
any oneollOany time and

LOOK!
I want to buy hogs,
grown cattle, lambs.
and veal calves of any
kind Friday and -Sat.
urday_of this week.—

Is your company conversation colored witk
optimism and your private spending stinted to
miserism?
A r e you whistling
"Happy Days Are Here
Again" on the street
and singing the "Blues"
in your wardrobe?
You- need summer
clothing, and you
afford it. too.

. ...

of
tea
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kic
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100 pounds CRUSHED CORN
100 pounds GROUND CORN and OATS
100 pounds CHICKEN SCRATCH
Llosislael MEAL

dealer for Watkins Prod3 bars Milky Way Candy .. 10e
ucts -in West:half ofCalk&
lie erre Clabber-ffirrilirtflig
'
--=
Powder
Sc way county, including
6 pounds Rice
20c
Murray. In addition to
Maxwell House Coffee
the well known
4 lbs.' Good Coffee„.,.
60c Products, I am Watkins
agent for
Largest Ittre Pineapple 22c to 25c
.12 large Bananas
MRKSON PANTS
20c,
Half bushel Meal
50c sold
d krt,.51 _wearer,
14,4ba.._crliataalited. Flour
6-11
made to measure, at
t Largest cans Calif Peaches
15c
150 lb. can Pure Lard ..
$4.701
$2.98 and $3.95
45 lb. can Swift's Compound $4.501
Bulk Lard ...
If/e or 12e
Large bueket scoco or SnowKRISS KROSS STRO
Meat

▪

twi
S.
-

WALTER V. BRAGG . .

No. 2' Field_ Corn, 3 for 25c
10 I4 Red or Blue Karo 55c DRESSED HENS, pound
8 lbucket Pure Lard. 95c
30 lb. can -Pure Lard .$4.75
DRESSED FRIERS
8 pounds Scoco
95c
2 potructs ate°
2k
'PORK SAUSAGE,2 pounds for
3 pounds Fresh Beans .250
2 lbs. Fresh Tomatoes. , 2561
10 lbs. New Potatoes
25c BEEF ROAST . . , .Pound
New Cucumbers, 3'for j0c
Cantariktpea. 2 for .
25c PORK SHOULDERS, pound
New
Mn and Carrots
.
bunch
r
5c‘ KANSAS CITY BEEF.

''-

FRIDAY and SATURDAY I

Are You

NOTIC
.71C1
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No Matter How Limited Your Means—

PURE FOOD STORE

Ovisig a party at home is a big
costly in time, effort and money.

Ga

FOR SALE—Cut flowers. Snapdragons, all colors.
Come see

T. L. Smith

1„Events

WASTER.
to buy—

VEAL.CALVES
and--Grown Cattle of
All Kinds
0
FRIDAY and
LOST—One black traveling bag,
SATURDAY
containing articles of clothing.
Lost
between Wells Hall and
LOWEL
L JONES
Farmer-Purdom's. Return to—
Kirksey, Ky.
Lillian B. Robarda, Wells Hall.

and Mrs. Ezra Gillis, of

for

RENT—Famished rooms
FOR
for light housekeapin5.—R. B.
Parker, West Olive.
lie

LOST—Large bound, lemon ipotg
On head, back, and hips; also to.
male, black *nil ltItIte - mottioli
WANTED—Senior high school both left houte 3 weeks sAlk Reward.—Alons
o Ingram.
ltp
boy. Paying about $20 weekly.
Thorough training in salesmanship without cost.
Write—Real
Silk Hosiery Mills, Marlon, Ill. lp

and Me. Burnham.
bushel
$200 ham,
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Clopton.
Whippoorwill Peas
of Marmaduke, Ark., announce
birth of a aon.
bushel
$2.40 theHouse
full
of good loeking
dreeees to chew out at halt price.
Hazel Jean
Shrirppe, up stairs,
COME TO SEE US Shroat
Ride.

Prof

FOR BALE-5 or I. D. R. C.
Gilla.—C. W. Drialtard at serif's Office.

to.,

SPECIALS

N.P.HUTSON
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